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Wells Hall Ceremony Saturday

Spirit Of MSU Founder
Evident at Re-Dedication/
By M.C.Garrett
The undaunted spirit of the founder of
Murray State University wafted
through the halls of Wells Hall Saturday
as the remodeled 53-year-old former
girls dormitory was rededicated as a
modern 'office building.
Borrowing a phrase from his father, First District Congressman Carroll
Hubhaed, Jr., of Mayfield said—Br.-- -Rainey T. Wells,for whom the building
is named, was "the right man at the
right time and in the right place to lead
ki the founding of this great university.
He being dead, yet he speakth,"
the youthful Congressman said in
delivering the principal address at a
mid-morning rededication ceremony In
the main lobby of the historic building.
"There could hardly be a more appropriate time than now to remember
"Dr. Wells, whose singular vision of
more than 50 years ago established and
developed the modern institution that
surrounds us today," Hubbard said.
"Although he died 20 years ago, we find
inspiration in his life today."
Although born in Murray,„Httbbrud
said he "did not have the privilege of
knowing Dr. Wells," and turned to his
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Carroll Hubbard,
Sr., of Louisville, who did, for the words
with which to best personify the man
who not only was the moving force in
the founding of the university but also
served as its second president.
His mother, the former Addle Beth
Shelton of Milburn,is a 1935 graduate of
the institution, and as a student worked
as a receptionist and switchboard
operator in the president's office.
-His personality was radiant with
zeal, cheer, ambition, enthusiasm,
charm and charisma," Hubbard quoted
her as saying. "His presence was like
magnetism. When he would appear in
chapel, the students would go wild."
His father, a retired Baptist minister
and a 1936 graduate of Murray State
from Shady Grove in Crittenden
County, recalled for his son five outstanding qualities which he had- observed as a student in the life and

Several hundreds of people crowded
character of Dr. Wells — vision,
Into the main floor of the old building,
determination, dedication, enthusiasm
merrily decorated with red, white and
and sheer ability.
blue bunting for the occasion just as it
At the Congressman's elbow during
had been at the 1925 dedication. For
the ceremony, held in the former parlor
almost an hour, they roamed through
area of the old building and soon-to-be
the completely redesigned halls and
the remodeled and redecorated office
offices, many of the ladies seeking the
suite of Murray President C. W. Curris,
location of the room in which they lived
was a daughter and two grandsons of
as students. Only the windows
Dr, Wells
Lautine Wells Lovett
remained.
and her sons, Dr. John Wells, a
Adjacent to the president's office will
physician, and Wells Lovett, an insurance executive, all of Owensboro.
be "The Heritage Room," an area-set
aside for a special collection of
Following Hubbard's remarks, a
portrait of Dr. Wells, painted by artist
momentos of the university's early
days. Already displayed are Dr. Wells'
Jack Hodgkin of Winchester, was undesk, dictaphone, his Bible, the first
veiled by Mrs. Lovett,a member of the
Commencement program and framed
first board of reg_e.rits, and Curris, who
presided during the 45 minute
See WELLS HALL
ceremony.
Page 14, Column 5
Alluding to his grandfather's unusual
influence with and authority over large
numbers of people, Dr. John Lovett, in
responding for the family following the
unveiling, said, "He formed strong
friendships all across the state like
credit at the bank.
"When he needed his friends, he knew
he could call on them and get their help
without a lot of wasted time in wheres
and wherefors."
Two of the founder's favorite songs,
By MARTIN MERZER
"Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes"
Press Writer
Associated
and -Battle Hymn of The Republic,"
GEORGETOWN, Guyana (AP) —
both sung the day the building
Between 300 and 400 bodies — men,
originally was dedicated on Nov. 6,
women and children who reportedly
1925, were sung by a 40-voice university
lined
up for doses of poison brewed in a
choir under the direction of Prof.
tub — have been found at the jungle
Robert Baar.
camp of a California sect whose
Max Hurt, Kirksey, a member of the
Class of 1927 and a retired insurance' Abernbers ambushed and killed live
executive, gave the invocation, while „; Americans, including California
Congressman Leo J. Ryan, Guyana's
the benediction was pronounced by
Information minister said today.
Calloway Circuit Judge James
Shirley Field-Ridley said—the
Lassiter, a nephew of Dr. Wells.
whereabouts of the remaining 500 to 700
Wells Lovett and Dr. L J. Hortin,
Americans at the camp was not known,
retired chairman of the Department of
but they apparently fled into the
Journalism and who served under all
surrounding jungle, in the northwest
six of Murray's presidents before his
corner of this South American nation.
retirement three years ago, both spoke
Well-known American lawyer Mark
at a luncheon in the Clara M. Eagle
Lane, who was at the People's Temple
Gallery of the Fine Arts Center
camp just before the mass deaths ocfollowing the rededication program.

Americans Massacred Saturday

Suicides Reported In Guyana;
300 To 400 Die From Poison

Calloway High Takes First In
Tourney; Murray High Is Second
Calloway County High School brought
back first place and Murray High
School came home with second-place
honors in the Bullitt County Speech
Tournament this weekend. Twenty-four
schools from across Kentucky participated in the two-day tournament.
The Calloway team accumulated 318
points, while Murray High compiled 280
points. Third place went to Union
County with 203 points.
Calloway County team members who
won honors included: Chuck Williams,
second in boy's extemporaneous;
Meleah Paschall and Julie Gargus,first
and second in girl's extemporaneous;
Kim Weatherford, first in oratory;
Mike Jackson and Kim Weatherford,
first and second in analysis of public
address; Chandra Watkins, third in
humorous interpretation; and Lenesa

WELLS REDEDICATION — First District Congressman Carroll Hubbard, Jr.,
A4ay4le4dr, -is—shown - delivering -the- principal addrese--af-the right rededication ceremonies Saturday of Wells Hall on the Murray State campus. Both of the Congressman's parents, Dr. and Mrs. Carroll Hubbard, Sr.,
of Louisville are graduates of the institution, And in the photo to the left,
Dr. John Lovett, an Owensboro physician and a grandson of Dr. Rainey T.
Wells, responded for the Wells family Saturday following the unveiling of
his grandfather's portrait at the Wells Hall rededication ceremony at
MS11 photo by Barry Johnson
Murray State University.
Atho,

Jones, first in prose.
Chris Taylor and Dale Finney took
second • in the varsity debate competition. They finished with a 4-2
record. First place was taken by Laurel
Conty with a 5-1 record. Laurel's only
loss was to the Calloway team.
Other Calloway team members who
made it to the final round were Earl
Brown, Marcia Cunningham, Danny
Lamb, Mike Jackson and Lesa Hoke.
Murray High members who won top
honors were: Debbie Geurin, third
place in dramatic interpretation; Mary
Morris, third place in storytelling;
Sharon Whaley, second place in
storytelling; Carol Sears, third place in
analysis of public address; Debbie
Guerin and Greg Schmaltz, second
place in duet acting; Susan Nall, third
place in prose interpretation; and

Heather Kodman,third place in poetry
interpretation.
Other Murray High team members
who reached the final round of'-competition were Richard Simon and
Robyn Burke, and Lewis Bossing and
Heather Kodznan in duet acting; Mike
Pitts in poetry interpretation; Pat
Whitlow in originl oratory; David
Stephenson in discussion; and Robyn
Burke, in dramatic interpretation.
Larry England is the Calloway
County coach, while Mark Etherton is
coach of the Murray High team.
The Calloway County team will be
going after their second win Dec. 9 at
the Krider Invitational in Paris, Tenn.
The first-place winners of the tournament will receive a $100 scholarship
to the college of their choice.
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cured, told The Associated Press here
today that suicide was discussed at a
community meeting and he was later
informed by two sect members, "We
are all going to die now."
They were smiling ... they looked
genuinely happy," Lane said.
It was not clear whether the mass
-deaths ciccurred at about the same time
or some time after the Saturday ambush of Ryan and his group, which had
gone to the camp to investigate_reporta
of alleged -Fiji
a -Scale abuse of sect
members.
Ryan's party was trying to escort
some disenchanted members from the
camp when it was attacked at a nearby
Jirstrip.
Adherents of the People's Temple,
whose founder, the Rev. Jim Jones,
established the agricultural commune
last year, reportedly had long planned
mass suicide if they felt their sect was
threatened.
The hundreds of bodies were foulid by
Guyanese troops who raided the camp
Sunday. Miss Field-Ridley said some.
had gunshot wounds but most showed
no signs of violence.
. "A witness said that people in the
area were having mass suicide," she
said at a news conference. "He said the
*poison was being administered to them,
that they were lining up,for it." It was
not known what kind of poison,
reportedly' brewed in a tub, Was used.
She said the military was trying to
identify the bodies, some of which were
found in homes and some in open areas
of the camp, called Jonestown.

The information minister also denied
reports that up to nine persons had been
arrested in connection with the ambush
of Ryan's party.
Only one suspect — identified as
Larry Layton, an American about 32
years old — has been taken into
custody, she said. Neither the charge
against him nor his hometown was
known.

State house Speaker
CommentsOn Session

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — As Gov.
Julian Carroll returned to Kentucky to
cope with the special legislative session
call of his lieutenant governor, a key
lawmaker predicted the session would
last about 10 days,
-5-House Speaker William Kenton, DLexington, said, however, that if he has
his way, the General-Assembly simply
will convene onik•-e. 11 and then recess
until perhaps early next year to consider the topics listed by Lt. Gov.
Thelma Stovall.
They include relief from various
taxes and proposed reductions in
various fines that were increased by the
1978 General Assembly.
Kenton said on a Lexington television
panel that he is calling a meeting of the
Democratic leadership in the House
and Senate this week to set the agenda
for the session, called by Mrs. Stovall
last Friday while Carroll was attending
a governors' conference in Georgia.
Kenton said that it might be a good
idea to pass a constitutional amendment which would prohibit a lieutenant
CADIZ —Two Murray teen-agers
governor from taking such action. •
were rescued early today after spenHe said the authorization came
ding almost 13 hours in a Trigg County
during a time when travel and comcave.
munication were comparatively
State Trooper Albert Stinson said
primitive and a governor might be
Tim Robinson and Wesley Allen, both
away from the state for a week on a
17, had been exploring the Cool Springs — - routine trip.
cave about four miles east of Cadiz on
U.S. 68 when their last flashlight went
dead in mid-afternoon Sunday. He said
the boys couldn't-find their way out and
decided to stay put until help,arrived.
A spokesman for Trigg County
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Disaster and Emergency Services said
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Dismiss Hour Early
•

pet;ch Team .sho %so' n inSPEECH TEAM WINNERS — pictured are me mbrr,,of the Callowiy Ciy High c.
dividual honors in the Bullitt County 'tournaments during the weekend. Pictured (back row, from 100 Meleah
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All Murray City and Callowei County
Schools will dismiss one hour earlier
than their normal dismissal times on
, Wednesday afternoon, Nov. V, prior to
the Thanksgiving holiday, according to
Willie F. Jackson, director- of Pupil
Personnel of Murray City Schools, and
Johnny Bohannon, supervisor of instruction---lat-,,the Calloway County
Schools.
All schools will-resume their regular
seheduled clasaes with-buses making
their regular runs on Monday, Nov. V,
the IOcal officials said.

Ryan, accompanied by aides,
reporters, and relatives of some sect
members, came to this former British
colony on the northeastern shoulder of
South America last week to investigate
reports of large-scale abuses of
members of the religious group.
The congressman,53, was killed by a
See GUYANA,
Page 14, C,olumn 5

Increasing cloudiness tonight
becoming mostly cloudy Tuesday
with slight chance for showers by
afternoon. Lows tonight in the
and upper 30s. Highs
Tuesday from the upper 40a to
low 50s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast, _
Wednesday through -.Friday:
Little or no precipitation in the
state until a chance ,of _showers.
'
/redly.

Kenton, who supports the administrOinn-backed candidate for
governor, Terry McBrayer, also
commented that Mrs. Stovall "has
catapulted herself to the point where
the governor's race now is between her
and McBrayer."
"I would say her special session call
See SPECIAL
Page 14, Column6

Drug-Related
Charges Pending
Againit Murrayan
A spokesman for Murray Police
Department says drug-related charges
are pending against a 19-year-old
Murrayan police arrested during a raid
on his Orchard Heights residence
Friday night.
Police charged the man, Dale Wyatt,
with assault on a police officer and
public intoxication Friday, according to
the spokesman.
However, the spokesman said police
are awaiting the outcome of tests on a
quantity of pills seized during the raid.
The spokesman said police seized a
quantity — 4,000 to 5,000
pills during
the raid. Some of the pills are believed
to have been taken during an earlier
burglary at the offices Dr. Wendell
Gordon in Benton.
A Benton police spokesman said
today his office has charged two
Marshall County juveniles in connection with that burglary.
• According to the police spokesman,
Wyatt is currently in Calloway County
Jail.

Dr. Sparks Named
To National Panel
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- Dr. Harry
Sparks, of Route 6, Murray, retired
president of Murray State University,
• has-been appointed a member of the Ad
Hoc Advisory Committee- on the
NRTA Handbook of the National
Retired Teachers Association, the
nation's largest organization of retired
educators, dedicated to helping them
achieve retirement lives of independence, dignity and purpose.
The appointment was announced by
Frank M. Hughes, president of the
National Retired Teachers Association.
The purpose of the NRTA Ad Hoc
Advisory Committee en -the.- NRTA
Handbook is to assess the content and
format of the existing NRTA Handbook
and to suggest ways it can be made
more useful to RTA leaders at both the
unit and the state levels
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Marshall County Hospital, from the University Chritian Farm Road, at 8 a.m. Contact sum is corning your way, and today. Co-workers, friends
Don Burchfield far in- just when you can. put it to and relatives would be sur-___Student Center.
good use.
formation.
prised if they knew what you
CANCER
were thinking.
The -Alpha Department of
Murray Ledger & Times will (June 22-to July 23)
Murray Womaresaub will
the
Weekend merry-making
not publish a newspaper
YOU BORN TODAY are
suggests that this should be an forceful, independent and meet for Ms.regular luncheon
today.
SEND ONE...TAKE ONE HOME
Seats
early evening. Don't give into ambitious. You have what it meeting on Saturday, Nov. 25,
OUR FTD
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Senior Citizens office will be an urge to socialize more. takes to make your mark. Put at the clubhouse.
Mrs.
speaker
will
be
Special
You'll pay for it tomorrow.
closed today.
your miad to it, and you can
LEO .
overcome any obstacle in your Harlan Hodges, noted book
Ellis Center will be closed (July 24 to Aug. 23416(
path. People think you are reviewer, who will review the
You are destined to be a "lucky." What they fail tin book, In Search of History by
today for activities by the
friend in need. It will surprise realize is that you create your Theodore White, a journalist
All Seats $1.25
Senior Citizens.
you when someone who seems own luck. The decisions you and reporter for Time and Life
ai
m
Murray Postoffice will be extremely self-confidant asks make are reached only after magazines.
• 11%
White is the author of a THANKSGIVING IS THURS., NOVEMBER 23
for your advice.
closed today.
careful_ deliberation. You,
series
entitled The Making of
VIRGO
leave little to chance and are
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Friday, November 24
alert to any opportunity that the Presidents," and also the
On your own today. Take the arises. Countless careers are author of the best sellers, Fire
Nutrition Center at Douglas
Center will be closed today, initiative and make decisions. open to one of your versatility in the Ashes and Thunder Out
753-4320
of China,
but meals_ will be delivered to Don't miss this opportunity to and keen mind.
show
*hat
you're
made
of.
the hom'
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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Local Chapter of National
The sweet side of yciur
-.Retired Federal Employees
BURT 1--1
has cancelled its meeting for nature-comes to the fore
REYNOLDS
today
but if you're crossed
this month.
this p.m., that volatile temper
"THE ENO**
could flare up.
°mini Artists
Cafkisray County Y.F A
SCORPIO
Ettes will have a pizza supper
Give those people you lore ,4't only 0
(Oct. 24 to Nov.22)
at Pagliai's at 6 p.m.
Remarkable strength of
mit mfrit V•
character is getting you
Senior Citizens office will be through
a difficult period.
closed and no shopping for Friends
marvel at your
senior citizens will be held equanimity.
Nothing seems to
today.
ruffle your composure.
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Murray Woman's Club will
Be cautious in dealing with
have a luncheon meeting at the opposite sex or a heedless
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Now-town dirrommas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening-for your ult.
c

vmçvone.

Inge King 492412411_

t4firyliamliton.7.53-5.670

Family Portrait,
a Gift That Will
Always Be Treasured

t

Photography By
CURTIS &
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MAYS STUDIO

304 Main St.
Murray, Ky.
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Graves Speaks AtIleeting
Of Friends Of The Library

fit

By Abigail Van Buren
lpewl
Leone Travis,
.ve.
me
Wagon
borg King and
1ton,
invite
community,
engaged er
ose with a new
b's meeting on
sday of each
.m.
on call Diane
membership
or Linda
ent, 759-1018.

Today's Weather:
eathtiarmitibl:

DEAR READERS: As Thanksgiving draws near, I am
wailful al sty many blessings. Avalon them is the privilege
of writing this column. Almost daily I receive at least half a
dozen heart-warmers. Today I want to share one with you:
DEAR ABBY: Our problem daughter, not quite 17, ran
a-WaTTleien time 14 months ago. SEi habein giving us a
rough time for about a year - skipping school, staying out
late, and lying to us constantly. After a noisy scene, she
stormed out of the house with only the clothes on her back.
We didn't have a clue as to where she went.
Only a parent who has lived through this kind of
nightmare can realize what we went through. After a year
of heartaches and sleepless nights, we were told by the
police to give up and, assume she was dead. But parents
never give up. We continued to search and hope and pray
that she'd return to us one day.
Well, our prayers were answered when, out or the blue,
we received a telephone call from someone who said he was
a volunteer with Operation Peace of Mind in Houston.(We
live in Michigan.) We weretoldlhatöbtdaugWwadread
of the toll-free number in the DEAR ABBY column and she
wanted to let us know that she was well and happy in Fort
Lauderdale. Fla.1.1he volunteer said our daughter would
call them again on the following morning in case we had a
message for her.
We told them we would welcome a collect call from her.
•
Sure enough, she called us the next day! She sounded
wonderful and said she was working and going to night,'
school to finish her education. Our story has an ending. Our
daughter is coming to spend Thanksgiving with us!
Abby, will you please petflish that tolefree number again
so other runaway kids can establish communications with
their families? Our -daughter said that she had seen your
column with the number posted near telephones where
runaways hung out. _
We will never be able to thank you enough for giving us
•
the happiest Thanksgiving we've ever had!
•
GRATEFUL IN MICHIGAN
DEAR GRATEFUL: With pleasure. Runaways, call this
toll-free number: 800-231-6946.
An operator will take your call and telephone your
parents anywhere in the United States with a message from
you. There will be no lecturing or recriminations. Your call
will not be traced. And only one question will be asked:"Do
- you need anything?" If you do, you will be told where you
can get it, free. I repeat, no attempt will be made to contact
you or bring you back home regardless of your age.
If xpu are a runaway,I beg you to forget the past and send
'a msage to your parent, now. They will sleep better
•
tonight and so will you. And you will alt-have the beet
• Thanksgiving you've had in years. God bless yoli.
ABBY
f
--' .S.
a Operation Peace of Mind Was established five years ago
by a handful of public-spirited volunteers with the support
of the governor of Texas. To date they have placed approximately 240,000 calls from runaways, assuring their families
t they are
_
_ okay._ Beautiful!
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ProfikiiiiTYOUVreerbetter lEyserget them off your chest.
For a personal reply write to Abby,.. Box 69700, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

NARFE Will Not
n an ex n wood,
et. Call

Meet On Friday
The November 24th meeting
of Chapter No. 853, National
Retired
of
Association
Federal Employees has been
cancelled because of the
Thanksgiving holiday.
The next meeting of the
local chapter, according to
President Robert Douglas,
will be December 15. A luncheon meeting and a program
of Christmas music is planned.
•

flowers
St anyre -the
D way.

Although frozen foods have
been available only since
1930, the idea of freezing
foods goes back centuries. In
fact, Sir Francis Bacon, the
17th Century English writer
s t a tes man-philosopher,, attempted to freeze chickens
by stuffing them with snow.
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753-4320

--it's our 5th Anniversary and
we're celebrating with our annual 10% storewide discount.

Annsivelrsary

Noritake Special Savings
25% off

e•

On all open stock 'registries not
included.
wpm"

o1:1

Da.eta-CU&e.datt

Selected Group t
; Of -Merchandise/

50-75% off
'SADAO ekoll

tN411-tbi•404

Free Gift-For Everyone! _

Nov.20th-25th
10:00 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.
(Closed Thanksgiving Day)

1

he

Showcase
1 2 I Bypass

Murray Kentucky

VISITS CLASSES - Inspired by the recent performance of "The Nu'-cracker Suite"
presented by the Cincinnati Ballet to Murray Elementary students recently, Gene
Cook, son of Dr. and MOs. Gene Cook, visited several Robertson School classes to tell
the story of the Nutcracker. He is a firs' grade student pi Lynda Purcell and is shown
here during one of the performances.
Piaatelty Kaye Peebles
?
et .,

.HEALTH
Silent heart attack?
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
one out of three heart at- childbearing years seldom
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
have a heart attack unless
DEAR DR. LAMB -- My tacks are not associated they are diabetic, have high
wife has been under a. with the classic pain that is blood pressure, or kidney
doctor's care for several -usually described with a disease leadingto high blood
years for diabetes. Recent- heart attack.
The attacks may be painly, while packing to move to
less,
or whatever discomfort • To give you more informaanother city, Ale had a dizzy •
does
occur is so minor or so tion about heart attacks I
spell. TITO-paramedics were
vague
that the person am sending you The Health
called and responded quickLetter number 2-10, Heart
ly. When they found out she doesn't recognize that any- Attack, Myocardial Infarcwas a diabetic, they gave thing serious is wrong. A tion, Angina Pectoris. Other
her huge amotints of orange person may just feel weak readers who want this issue
juice, believing she was and, later on, it may be can send 50 cents
with a
found that the cause for the
going into shock.
long, stamped, self-adweakness
was
an
inerecogLater, at the hospital, our
dreseepl envelope for it. Adfamily doctor examined her nized heart attack.
We know this on the basis dress your request to me in
and stated that she had
care of this newspaper, P:O.
suffered a heart attack. Now of repeated electrocardi- Box 1551,
Radio City Station,
we are puzzled as the only ograms electrical, tracings New
York, NY 10019.
symptom she experienced of the heart) and from postRegarding the wisdom of
was dizziness. She did not rnorturn studies from people
giving
orange juice to your
who
have
no
history
of
havexperience any pain whatwife,
it
is clear that the
ing
had
heart
attacks.
ever.
As..a matter of fact, in a paramedics felt that she
My wife doesn't have any
previous history of heart survey my colleagues and I might be having low blood
reaction.
disease. However, she is did on the U.S. Air Force sugar, or an insulin
Whenever a patient is dizloverwetght.. She is • on a en flying population, we found a
zy, or Whenever a diabetic
weight-reducing yregrarn "'reasonable percentage of Shows
sighs of talhtness or
and taking". medicine for a the pilots who had expert
shock,
and
Kis impossible to
heart condition. Is it possible -ented heart attacks did have know
whether it is diabetic
for someone to have a heart the silent form.
coma too much sugar) or
attack without pain?
Your description of your
Friends think we should wife's dizzy spell is rather_ low blood sugar, the better
to give the
consult another physician to limited, but if yOu reajly. choice of action isettiee
uqtilbe- sure the thagnosiseetseeerneant "diiiy' in-the sense --eugar -oreerange
patient's
condition
can
the
correct, but with the cost of of faintness, that can be
be
definitely
determined.
medical care, we hesitate to caused by a heart attack and
All in all, it sounds like
incur additional expense.
it may be the only indication
good
DEAR READER - There of the heart attack. That's your wife has received
are a lot more silent heart one reason why when a per-- attention for a difficult disattacks -than you would son faints, and there doesn't ease with its complications.
guess. Probably as many as seem to be any reason for it,
it is a good idea to take an
electrocardiogram along
CHEESE SAUCE
Brussels sprouts
are with the rest of the evaluadelicious when they are tion.
Diabetics, and tkat incooked and served with a cludes diabetic women, are
cream sauce enlivened with more prone to have heale
grated Swiss cheese. You can attacks than non-diabetics.
-. In fact, women during
use fresh or frozen sprouts.

HOSPIIAL NEWS

11478
Mrs, -Bessie I. Bynum, Rt. 3,
Adults 115
Murray, Mrs. Lovie Pritchett,
Nursery 7
Dexter, William E. Crider,808
Sycamore, Murray, Harlon
, Newborn Admissions
Rodgers, Baby Boy (Deb- Black, Rt. 1, Farmington,
bie), Rt. 2, Box 96, Calvert Mack T. Hosford, Gen. Del.,
• City, Elliott, Baby Girl Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Lydia J.
(Debe),Rt.6, Murray,Taylor, Claridge, Rt. 5, Box 434-E-1,
Baby Girl (Connie), Rt. 1, Murray.
Benton.
11-5-78
Dismissals
Adults 126
Mrs. Donna W. Edwards,
Nursery 4
Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Margery
No Newborn Admissions
B. Crawford, 603 Elm,
Discharges
Murray, Mrs. Cathy M.
Laura Roseman, Rt. 1,
Mattis, 2212 Gatesborough
Farmington, Mrs. Neale K.
Circle, Murray, Mrs. Molly A.
Morgan, Rt. 1, Box 4A, Housman and Baby Boy, P.O.
Box 14, Hardin, Mrs. Cynthia
Kirksey, Marell E. Orr, Box
95, Hazel, Matthew F. Burke, A. Hale and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
2203 Gatesborough, Murray, Box 561 _Murray, Tessa
Edging, 534 Broad St.,
Raney L. Eaker, Rt. 8, Box
835, Murray, Jeff W. Holmes, Murray, Mrs: Mary L. Canup
and Baby Girl, 523 W. 12th St.,
Box 62, Hazel, Mrs. Sherry
Edwards, 524 Broad, Murray, Benton, Tony L. Beard, Green
Mrs. Sonja K. Wilson, Rt. 2, Acre No. 5, Rt. 8, Murray,
Mrs. Ruth S. Reagan, Fern
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Patty L
Kennedy, Rt. 1, Puryear, Terrace, Murray, C. T.
Barrow, 238 Fairview, Paris,
Tenn., Diane Bennett, 1008
Sharpe, Murray, James W. Tenn., Eugene Pierce, 406
Francis, Rt. 4, Box 44, North Caldviell, Paris, Tenn.,
Murray, Truman H. Ander- Warren C. Allbritten, Rt. 2,
son, Box 27, New Concord, Hazel, James L. Gregory
William E. Burkeen, 314 Irvan (expired), 108
Broach,
Murray, Mrs. Fay W. Sledd
• Ave., Murray, Raymond
Phelps, 410 S. 8th, Murray, (expired).

luesday Special
s2.59
Special Sirloin

Memberships are now open
to all who wish to support the
library by joining this
organization. Persons may
pay their dues and pick up
their new membership card at
the library --or by contacting
the treasurer.

PICTURED ARE A.J. Sakelson, a new Friends of the
Library Director; Mrs. Al Hough, director Dr. James Byrn,
president; Edwin Graves, director of The
Homeelace-1850; and Dr. Stan Hendrickson, treasurer
of the Friends organization as they met for a discussion
following the annual Friends meeting on October 30.

Special Events Planned, Calloway

Pocketed Pork

County Y.F.A. Ettes Group Here
The Calloway County
Y.F.A.ETTES met Tuesday,
Nov. 14, at the Murray
Vocational School with
president, Judy Cunningham,

presiding.
Plans were made NI- a pizza
and bowling party to be held
on Nov. 24.
The National Young Farwas
Convention
mers
discussed and an agenda for
that meeting was presented to
the members. The convention
will be held in Kansas City,
Mo., in December.
Plans were made for a New
Year's eve party to take the

place of the December
meeting which is being
postponed due to the convention.
The next regular meeting
will be held January 9,1979 at
the Vocational School.
Those attending were: Mrs.
Becky Gore, Mrs. Cathy
Stockdale, Mrs. Judy Cunningham, Mrs. Melisa Stark,
Mrs. Janice Outland, and Mrs.
Laura Paschall.

Next time you want to serve
stuffed pork chops,follow these
simple directions. Select rib
chops I to I-1
/
2 inches thick.
Using a small sharp knife, cut
into the center of the chop
from the rib side, parallel to
the rib bone and surface of
the chops. Be sure not to cut
through the edge on the other
side. Pockets cut on the rib
side close during cooking to
seal in the stuffing, says the
National Live Stock and Meat
Board. No skewers or picks
are needed.

tIOADER WORZO

16.
(WE SEND FLOWERS WORLDWIDE)

'
HONORED
Upon returning from a
vacation in Hawaii for twelve
days, Mr. and Mrs. Don Smith
were welcomed back with a
surprise party by friends and
family.

ALL TOL-LP-I:ME

1-800-257-7880
OPEN 24 HPS

All major credit Cards accepted
Order by phone-Pay by mail (

SOME MAR,
SOMESUIER.
3tore Coupon

2SOFF

On 5-Can Purchase Of Bryan }tilted Meat
4#00
0 Dealer Send this coupon to Bryan Foods:
PO Box R-7057, El Paso,Texas 79975and_
Will pay you 25e plus 5; handling, provided
emptien is Made in accordance with terms
roof Coupon is good only when redeemed
you from aconsumercrtthetime of purchasing 5 cans of Bryan Potted Meat Invoices
'.h,ming your purchase of sufficient stock to
'ver aB coupons redeemed must be shown
on r•eque.et Consumer must pay any sales
tuxes Offer void where restricted Cash-value
1/20th of le Valid only on -brand specified
Any other use consteutestpud Offer expires
March 30, 1979
INUP1
•
aiew.ier Are.

AO

#111

Save 25c with
thiscoupon when
Nou buy 5cans of
delicious Bryan Potted Vedt.
•
Then send the labelsfrom
the 5cans,along with the other
coupon;ctnA.-t yourchoice
of one of these beautifulspoon
ringsfme from International- k
Sffver Company.
So dosomething nice for,
your family. Getthe lunch time
favorite and save25c on Byran
Potted lvteat. e
Then dosornetfung nice for
yourself and order your Bryan
free silver ring today
W.I./4/41V

FREE SPOON RING
lam enclosing the
labelsfrom eve:cans
caryan Retied-Meat
Please send me my
free silver spoon ring
!chose Ping A B
(Circle One)

Includes

Mail to
Brian Folos Inc •
*Bridgeport NJ 08014
Offer expires
December 31 pne
,

Aiicht,ss

STOCKADE
A II -Amerocen Beet

City
ma%
-

is.

preserving
buildings, life
styles, and farming practices
of those Americans who
settled the area between the
Cumberland and Tennessee
Rivers during the hilt half of
the 19th century is apse-tethe
public.

111011101a.

Steak Meal

Salad
Drink
Potato
Toast

The Friends of the Calloway
County Public Library held
their annual meeting October
30 at the library.
Dr- Stan Hendrickson,
president of the organization,
presided. During lbe business
session members voted to
increase themembership dues
from $1.00 to $1.00 for Individuals, and from $3.00 to
$5.00 for organizations. They
also voted to-continue-withlandscaping project for the
library grounds, and to help
with the library Oral History
project.
New officers were elected
and they are: Dr. James
Byrn, president; Mrs. Lucille
Potts, vice-president; Mrs.
Joanna Sykes, secretary; Dr,
Stan Hendrickson, treasurer;
and as directors Mrs. Jan
Hough,Dr. Ray Moore, and A.
J. Sakelson.
Edwin Graves, Director of
The Homeplace - 1850, a
project of the Land Between
The Lakes, presented an interesting and infoermative
program on the project. He
informed the group that this
living history farm which is

rit

,

-
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Looking Back

IrlEARTITINE

ITr

10 Years Ago

Heardine is a service for senior
chasing health insurance and Medicare
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
supplements. To order, send E.75 to
"Heartline's Guide to Health
questions and sole problems - last. If
you have a question or a problem pot
Insurance," P.O. Box 11934, Chicago,
answered in these columns, write
60611. Please allow six weeks for
Headline,114 East Daytes Street, West
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I would like to know
• Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a Pssanlit rs104._ but yaa_most.__siehether I will receive any refund of the
include a stamped, self-addressed
money I paid into the railroad
isauenient fund. I paid into It for six
eavelepe. The most assist segilea wW
--be printed Ibis edam*. -Year; before 1 took a Social SecurityHEARTLINE: I am a senior citizen.
covered job. I am eligible for no
benefits from the railroad. - W.G.
s What I am writing about is tint
As you may know, the minimum
1 something most _people like to think
service requirement for a railroad
about. However,rd like to know where
retirement annuity is 133 months of
I stand. I'm trying to get all ray affairs
creditable railroad service. The
in order so that my survivors will not
railroad retirement credits of workers
have to, do it after I'm gone. I want to be
like yourself who have completed less
able to set aside in a special savings
than 120 months of service at the time
account enough money to pay for my
they retire are transferred to the Social
funeral expenses. But I don't have any
Security Administration and treated as
idea about these coats. Is there any
Social Security credits in the
:place where I can get good, unbiased
calculation of any Social Security
sinformation on all the costs involved?
benefits. Your local Social Security
V.A.
office should be able to advise you
•-• Write to: Federal Trade Commission,
whether you-are eligible-fee-the special
1-2-11140 Federal Building, Seattle.- Washminimum Social Security benefits
based on your combined railroad
Also, a book called "The Last Rights:
retirement and Social Security credits.
A Look at Funerals" is available for
HEARTLINE: Do I have to take
$1.00 from: Maryland C,enter for Public
Medicare out at age 65? If so, am I
Broadcasting, Owings Mills, Md. 21117.
penalized if I do not? HEA.RTLINE:4 recently purchased
No. For 98 percent of the people
;4 nursing home policy that offers pretty
reaching age 65, however, hospital
;good protection. But there is a clause
insurance Is available without any
!. which states that -this policy will only
premium payment. There is no penalty
.pay when Medicare pays. What does
for not signing up for hospital insurance
this mean? - I.O.
other than that ,you will lose free
Unfortunately, it means just what it
says. It will only cover you as long as coverage. Medical insurance requires a
monthly premium. The penalty for not
Medicare will cover you. The sad fact is
that Medicare only covers a small signing up when you are first eligible is
that the premium goes up 10 percent for
percentage of Medicare participants
who go into a skilled nursing facility, each year you could have signed up for
and those who receive Medicare it, but did not.
HEARTLINE: I am 54 years old. I
-coverage in a skilled nursing facility
worked for the same company 31 years.
rarely receive the full 100 days of
coverage which is implied in all I have developed mild cases of arthritis
'governmental literature. If you go into and emphysema. My employer fired
skilled nursing facility and do not me in May 1977. I have been trying to
2:_qualify for any coverage under find work since then, but no one will
hire me because of my age and health
-Medicare, this policy will not give you
any protection and therefore is wor- problems. I could work some jobs, I
guess, but I think my age is my greatest
thless. If you want a nursing home policy, handicap. Would I be eligible for Social
:get one which covers you whether Security disability due to my age and
Medicare covers You or not. The policy health? - R.G.
No. Even though your age may affect
: you mention offers limited coverage, if
• any at all.
your capacity to work in competition
Heartline has written a book to help with others, unemployment due
'you understand health insurance primarily to age does not show inability _
policies and to give you some good to engage in substantial, gainful work
advice on what --to know- stout-pur---by-eemson of medical impairment.

Plans for a day care center for the
mentally retarded children in Murray
and Calloway County are definitely
underway,according to members of the
Calloway County Association for
Retarded Children.
Deaths reported include Voris
Laisiter, 67, and William Harris
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gasoline
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Two hundred and two acres Of harvested burley tobacco in Calloway
County will be pint on sale at the
barley markets in surrounding towns
starting Nov. 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond- Phelps of
Murray will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary With an open
house at their home on Nov. 24.
New officers of the Hazel Baptist
Church WMU are Mesdames Genie
Adams, Dick Miller, Hafford Orr, Paul
Dailey, Sr., Dewey Smothermon, E. C.
Reynolds, Essie Bailey, Dan Outland,
Gene 0. Miller, Robert Cook, Jean
Richerson, Peggy Forres, and Hughes
Bennett.

20 Years Ago
Ann Wrather, Mary Wells Overbey,
and Deanna Story, students of Miss
Lillian Watters, will play piano solos at
the meeting of the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association at Richmond on
Nov. 20. Prof. Robert Baer will appear
on a voice panel, and Prof. J. C. Winter
will attend the sessions.
Dr. Hugh McEirath will speak on
"The Dentist and His Community" at
the meeting of the Pennyrile Dental
Society being held today at Russellville.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Owen have
purchased Garrison's Market from Bob
Garrison, and are now operating it as
Owen's Food Market on West Main
Street.
Mrs. Brent Outland presented the
lesson on "Cake Decoration," and Mrs.
Sue Wells of Jackson, Tenn., on
"Lighting and Decorations" for the
leaders of the Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs at the meeting held
at the Murray State College library.
The New Concord Parent-Teacher
Association will sponsor a pie supper on
Nov. 22 at the school.

Flood waters

Inside Report

Rslioaland Faans and Rohen \mak

The Protectionist
Tiger

outcome of trade legislation.
TOKYO - A nightmare haunts the
Congress that would be- a tragedy for
upper reaches of the Japanese
Retired Sen. Mike Mansfield, who has
West and sheer disaster for Japan,
the
emerged as probably the most widely
establishment: that the political inwhich
must trade to survive.
respected and popular U.S. amfluence of this nation's cattle raisers
Why not try to keep this tiger caged
explain
to
tried
has
Japan,
a
to
bassador
and citrus growers will provoke
by dropping the last agricultural irnthe new congressional reality to
protectionist reaction by the U.S.
port quotas? That is a question asked
he
Symbolically,
officials.
Japanese
Congress, with ruinous consequences
by influential Japanese businessmen,
for the U.S.-Japanese alliance and the
has placed photographs of the joint
who grumble about Prime Minister
office
his
on
leadership
Western economy.
congressional
Fukuda's caution. But the
Takeo
walls. "I did this not because they are
That nightmare was sufficiently vivid
farm vote is so vital to
rnalapportioned
"but
us,
told
my old friends," Mansfield
even without explicit warnings this
LDP that he
conservative
Fulsuda's
week from American congressmen
to show that it is not enough only to talk
carefully. Nor would. his
tread
must
of
junketing through the Orient following
to the president and the secretary
defeat by factional -rival Masayoshi
the U.S. elections. Thanks to depenstate."
Ohira in the ,current LDP leadership
turned
When hordes of congressmen
dence of the ruling Liberal Dernocsatic
election make the slightest difference.
party (LDP) on the small but
up here Nov. 14 on their post-election
In the absence of dramatic action
to
strategically placed farm vote, there is
migrations, Mansfield urged them
agricultural quotas, the Fukuda
ending
Popcorn buyers from the East
no chance of lifting all quotas on fruit
speak frankly to Japanese Diet
hopes and prays that
government
brought here through the efforts of the
and beef. That political - fact of life,
members. They did just that. Three
serious efforts to hold dOwn Japanese
County Extension Office announced
though trivial in broad economic terms,
House Ways and Means Committee
will soon be reflected in the
exports
today that they are making
Raps. Sam Gibbons of
members
could unlock the floodgates of trade
U.S.-Japanese trade balance. But that
preparations for extensive operations
protection.
Florida, Jimmy Jones of Oklahoma and may be too late to forestall a runaway
here.
William Frenzel of Minnesota- bluntly
Ironically, relations between the two
protectionist Congress.
Zelna Carter was crowned "queen"
warned that the protectionist tiger will
countries are at their warmest atni*
In the meantime, anger has begun to
of the Lions Club Beautiless Review
before the "Nixon shocks" of 1971
be let out of its cage unless Japan does
simmer here. "Don't push us too hard,"bdié a- capacity audience at the
(President Nixon's unexpected China
moreto ease U.S. imports. The Englishwarned an angry business executive,
Murray High School auditorium on
Initiative and import tax imposition).
speaking !Wein Miyazawa, director of
normally pro-American, after hearing
Nov. 18. H. B. Bailey, Jr., and Henry
Today's doubts in Tokyo concern not
econornic-planning, listened in obvious
visiting
of the threats by the three
Fulton were his escorts.
President- Carter's good intentions but
displeasure.
congressmen. Such Japanese leaders
Dale & Stubblefield will open Nov. 22
his mastery over events.
Gibbons stressed the dire confeel Americans ignore Japan's painful
in its newly remodeled store, according
-President Carter is much more of a
sequences of not removing trade
efforts to curb its export mentality at a
to the owners, Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.,
free trader than President Nixon,"
barriers against the oranges of his
time when Japanese shipyards are
and two of his sons, Vernon, Jr., and
Julian
like
he
Carroll
•
sounds
no
said
had
which
Ushiba,
as
constituents,
who
Nobuhiko
for
minister
Florida
a
FRANKFORT - If it doesn't seem
closing and steel mills are laying off
Frank Albert Stubblefield. Another son,
knowledge of it, and appointed a external economic affairs is the
threatening World War HI because of a
little strange to the averageKentuckian
workers.
Robert, is a doctor of medicine.
The
to
lease
committee
investigate.
additional
Maximum
incident.
U.S.
counterpart
of
trade
border
negotiator
that the FBI is investigating state's
To them, fomenting a world crisis
was cancelled. The state had not ad- Robert Strauss.-But can Carter do as
Conrad C. Jones is now associated
citrus and beef imports would not exleases on buildings in Frankfort, and
over a few oranges is madness, con- . with the Kingins-Jones Realty Combids
in
for
space
for
vertised
Lexington.
a
in
dent
hardly
million
in
$500
well
ceed
Nixon
as
controlling
the
the state hasn't, it should.
sidering common strategic interests of
pany, Murray.
Last August Kentucky State Congress?"
Japan's current $18 billion trade surThese leases involve hundreds of
the two nations in the Western Pacific
leased
,
Ramada
here
the
University
Inn
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
than
more
billion
($6
U.S.
and
the
over
Ushiba
other
plus
Japanese
leaders,
thousands of dollars annually.
amid inexorable growth of Soviet power
"Trait To Laredo" starring Charles
to use as a dormitory for studentg.----accustomed to orderly decisionlast year).
Yet, the attorney general's office
- the subject of the next column from
because two college dormitories were -making, are bewildered - and a little
Starrett and Smiley Burnett: _
To foreign service professionals in
recently agreed to try to -re-indict
here.
be
and
not
being
would
refurbished
smacks
frightened - by fragmentation of
the U.S. embassy, all this
former Finance commissioner Russell
ready for students.
power in Washington. Apart ,from
"Jap bashing." However emotionally
By MARIA BRADEN
MrClure for transferring title to two old
The lease price is $320,496 per year
Commonwealth Consumer Associated Press Writer
Carter's weakness in Congress, they
irrational it may be, the stakes are
used state automobiles in violation of
for 84 units in the complex. This figures
yearn for the good old days when they
enormous. There is real fear. herb by
state regulations.
out to be $2,486 per room per year. could concentrate on Wilbur Mills, in
both government and business of a
The two automobiles were tranCompare this price with what colleges assurance that he could guarantee the
protectionist trade war set off by
sferred to members of Howard P.
get for dormitory rent from Students.
"Sonny" Hunt's family. Hunt resigned
Editor
a private investor would need
Granted
in August as chairman of the
more, but not that much more:
Democratic Party.
The lease agreement does stipulate
Franklin Circuit Judge Squire
that
the rental payments may be apthe
on
charges
the
dismissed
Williams
plied
toward purchase of the property if
blankets or batting, and cellulose fiber
FRANKFORT,Xy.(AP)- Kenneth
grounds that the statute under which
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future.
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Goforth
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carry
didn't
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Dear Editor:
Two other buildings, involving one
You should also learn about the "R"
the
overlooking
Appeals
of
Court
The
site
bidder."
beautiful
a
best
on
penalty. The statute of limitations had
To clarify some of the legal issues
investor in the other two aboves are
factor of insulation - the rating given
cites excerpts from an Attorney
Kentucky River, insulating .it with
run out on another part of the law..
involved in the recent action of the
at
leased
per
state
$4
being
byihe
about
the ability of materials to resist winter
out
points
which
Opinion
foam.
General's
plastic
Commonwealth Atty. Ray Corns
Calloway County Fiscal Court, in its
foot.
square
heat loss and summer heat gain.
Goforth
and
ago,
requiring
months
for
15
was
reasons
important
three
That
asked the attorney general's office to
acceptance of the higher bid for two
Then, remember that the adIf you decide to hire the job done,
in.
move
to
able
been
never
has
process.
bid
the
try for another indictment. Atty. Gen.
dump trucks, I would like-ieasffer the
deal
a
ministration
had
the
in
to
works
the reputation of insulation
investigate
too
poured
action
installer
insulation
an
of
It
public
the
The
advises
(1,)
Robert Stephens agreed and his
following. After having had time to
lease a proposed library building from
contractors before signing a contract or
mixture,
the
into
formaldyhyde
take.
to
much
about
is
body
official
the
that
assigned one of his staff members to the
research the matter, it is my opinion
four investors here at an enormous
paying any money. Your local better
and Goforth says his $42,000 house is
(2) It allows interested businessmen
case
that the Fiscal Court is not bound to
that
Price
would
rental
have
the
paid
business bureau or the state Attorney
destroyed.
decisionthe
an
into
have
input
totally
to
- It's great furor over two automobiles
accept the lowest and best bid or any
to
four
in
five
off
building
years.
This
consumer protection division
General's
the
from
seep
vapors
Formaldyhyde
process.
making
That the-state accepted a total of $1,600
bid at all when soliciting bids for a
proposed deal also was cancelled after
are good places to start checking.
what
furand
rugs
His
of
the
body
ceiling.
informs
public
and
walls
It
(3
for when George Atkins revealed in a
purchase by the County. The Fiscal
newspapers revealed the facts., s
Ask around in your neighborhood to
niture are also a total loss.
Is available and the cost.
state audit that the used cars were sold
Court is required to advertise for bids
new
A
is
library
building
now
under
see if anyone is displeased with the
after
installer
the
approached
said
Fiscal
Court
Members,
Goforth
without public bids and no money could
when the contemplated purchase price
construction near the Health Departinsulating job they've had.
him with a reasonable offer to insulate
receiving bale,are then free to exercise
be found that supposedly was paid for
in excess of $5,000.00.
is
ment
the
land
on
state
already
owned.
Most homes already have insulation,
decision.
liquid Styrofoam.
a
with
making
house
in
the
.discretion
their
the two cars.
.
On August 25, 1978, the Kentucky
My
-than
more
20
years
in
experience
so
beware of companies that Offer
a
like
idea,.
-recent
good
sounded
it
said
a
In addition, I point out
He
Hunt's father claimed he had paid at
Court of Appeals held in the case of
covering state government is that no
impressive claims, such as promising
had previously insulated
he
the
of
because
right
the
concerning
lawsuit
least $300 in cash for one of the cars,, but
Handy vs. Warren County Fiscal Court
appointed employee makes decisions of
that insulation can save you up to 50
another home with Styrofoam in board
Bluegrass Airport Depot Board to
later sent a check this year for $1,300
"KISS 424.260, although requiring
that
these
enormities
financially without
percent on your hcene heating bills.
of
Court
the
worked.
which
it
and
in
bid
form,
low
a
reject
for the two cars after the state auditor's
advertisement by publication and
orders or acquiescehce from above.
Your savings would vary depending
(foam) would
liquidthought
"I
right.
that
upheld
Appeals
office revealed its findings and
competitive bidding, does snot require
Look what happened back in the Ford
on how much insulation is needed.
maneuver around and be the very
The above comments only concern
newspapers published the story.
administration. The controversial
answer," Goforth said, "but you can be
the legal issues involved in the matter
State regulations require that surplus
chairlift deal was cancelled after it was
IVI'artay Ledger & Times
negligent."
and not the political ones. As to whether
property be sold at public auction.
contested by people of that area.
At that time, he didn't know much
or not the magistrates acted wisely.in
Common sense tells the average
Ford said, he didn't know anything
Walter I. Apper son
Publisher
about different kinds of insulation, hut
citizen that the Finance Commissioner
buying Chevrolet trucks at a higher
Ft Gene Met litcheon
Editor
about it. Parks Commissioner Ewart
he's learned a lot since. And he's sued-price, rather than Ford trucks at a
didn't call Sonny Hept-or his relatives.
18 published
The Murray Ledger -Si
Johnson was blamed. I know Johnson
every afternoon excegg Sundays. July 4„Clirist
the iustaller.
lower price, the citizens of Calloway
and tell them he had some cars for
by
Thanksaiv'm
mai Day, New Year's Day and
didn't sign that contract on his own
-Goforth thinks the only real
County will have to answer that
them at bargain prices. Someone else
Murray Newipers, Inc, 103 IN 4th St •
initiative. Yet, he took the blame.
Murray, Ky 42071 'Second Class Postage Paid at
question at the polls. I suspect that the s protection anyone may have is to inmade the overture. Yet, McClure and
Murray. Ky 47071
There are some people in state
sulate the house himself.
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that would reveal a lot. It's about time.
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'Is this deal being used as a smoke
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Why
should someone be the fall guy for
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Gasoline Demand,Oil Strike Force Up Price Here
Petroleum
Exporting ago
Countries passes an expected
Home-heating oil, which
increase in crude oil prices
cost about 51 cents a gallon a
when it meets next month.
year ago, has risen to an
Motorists in the Chicago
average 53 cents a gallon and
area,for example, are paying
as high as 55 cents in some
an average of 79.1 cents per
parts of the nation.
gallon for premium gasoline,
"It's terrible," said E.P.r
up 2 cents from a month ago.
In Atlanta, premium prices Larsen,owner of a small fueV
dalliarthip in Renewals*
are up by about cents tomore than 80 cents a gallon. County in upstate New York.
But in Seattle, the price of "Wee had five price increases
about ra Awe Augnati and_I've heard
PreFt*a_h_ gas
cents per gallon, only frac- that the big companies just
tionally higher than a month increased prices again, so we

By MARK POITS
AP Business Writer
Unusually high demand for
gasoline and the effects of the
Iranian oil refinery strike are

elude Voris
illiam Harris
acres of hatin Calloway
sale at theunding towns
Phelps <Ate their 50th
With an open
Nov. 24.
Hazel 'Baptist
dames Genie
third Orr, Paul
thermon, E. C.
Dan Outland,
Cook, Jean
and Hughes

Captain ifs,
FISH DINNER
-ALL-YOU CAN EAT

ells Overbey,
dents of Miss
piano solos at
ntucky Music
t Richmond on
r will appear
f J. C. Winter
will speak on
immunity" at
yrile Dental
at Russellville.
th- Owen have
rket from Bob
operating It as
n West Main

can probably expect another
increase." Larsen said his
price has risen from 49 cents
Per gallon to 54 cents since
August.
In the Milwaukee area, the
average oil price is 49 cents a
gallon, up 3 cents in the past
couple of months.
The problem started a year
-ego. The second very cold
winter in as many years
forced refineries to step up
PrOthiction_of distilloto oil —
used primarily for home
heating purposes — at the

Israeli Luck Strikes Author
Of'The Magician Of Lublin'

expense of gasoline production.
This left gasoline supplies at
slightly lower-than-usual
levels for the summer ninnths,
when the situation was
complicated by an unexpected

increase in gasoline consumption as Americans went
on a driving binge.
• "We're victims of this
beautiful weather," said Herb
Hugo, editor of Platt's
()agree/1,-- -an— -industry
newsletter.
"We had exceptionally
heavy demands (for gasoline)
all summer, and then when
the weather stayed so good
into the fall, the demand kept
right up," said Gerald

By BOB THOMAS
producer Walter Reade. rebuilt Lublin in the French
Associated Press Writer
Acting on a recommendation sector, where many of the
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — It by the late Laurence Harvey, streets are paved in stone and
seemed like a stroke of good ctittaiLim Glabia _bought the. look jest like old-Poland."
old Israeli luck.
rights after Reade died.
Giilan is working round the
"It
as a very difficult clock to assemble "The
After five years of great
difficulties, Israeli film- project to put together, Magician of Lublin" in time
makers Menahem Golan and because it's a poem," said for a December opening here
Yoram
Globus
finally Globus. "We tried every year to qualify for the Academy
managed to put together a for five years. Finally awards. Globus was in
to
production of "The Magician Menahem and I decided, 'If Hollywood
discuss
of Lublin," based on the book we don't do it now, we'll never distribution.
"Every distributor in town
by Isaac Bashevis Singer. On do it."
the final day of filming in
Golan, the writer-director of . liked the script but was afraid
Berlin, the news flashed the team, met with Singer to finance the picture," said
around the world: Singer had three times in New York to the producer, adding happily,
been awarded the 1978 Nobel gain inspiration for the script. "Since Singer won the Nobel
Prize for Literature.
Said
"Singer Prize, every major company
Globus:
originally wanted to write the has called."
-The Magician of Lublin," script,
but that didn't seem
starring Alan Arkin, Louise
practical. He difin't- press us
Fletcher, Valerie Perrine and on it."
.
Shelley Winters, will, be the
The type-casting of Alan
first movie based on a Singer Arkin as
the illusionistnot
the
story. But perhaps
acrobat Yasha Mazur helped
last.
get the project moving.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
As producer Globus obFinancing
was
from The Frankfort City Comserves: "Several filmmakers,
American investors, a Ger- mission has -postponed final
including Barbra Streisand man
firm, Geria, and other action until Nov. 21 on the
and Joseph Levine, have
European sources.
annexation of 2,060 acres on
But
bought stories by Singer.
Producers Golan and the east end of town.
they are difficult to make into
The annexation proposal
films because Singer is so Globus wanted to film "The
Magicain of Lublin" in. was made in 1976, but final
artistic."
•That was one of the reasons Poland. The argued that the adoption was delayed by a suit
"The Magician of Lublin" was movie was "art, not politics," until Franklin Circuit Court
so long in reaching the screen. but the Polish government decided in the city's favor last
The story of the adventures of declined to do business with an spring. The ordinance must
receive final passage by Jan. 1
an itinerant entertainer in Israeli firm.
"So we went to Berlin in- if the city is to- collect taxes
Poland in 1900, it was first
stead," said Globus. -"We--from the area next year.
designed __for _Topol
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HEARING AIDS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
*HOSPITAL BEDS
.WHEELCHAIRS
*COMMODES
*WALKERS
*CRUTCHES
*SUPPORT STOCKINGS
&BRACES
.SUPPORTS
*TRUSSES
.0STOMY SUPPLIES
&ADULT DISPOSABLE
DIAPERS

Frankfort Postpones
Annexation Action
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Everett, executive director of
The crunch has caused some
the Northwest Petroleum
oil companies to have trouble
Association in St. Paul, Minn.
meeting demand in New
"The continued demand,
England, the Midwest and on
along with the fact that the
the West Coast. Shell, for
ifiventories were already a
example, is cutting supplies to
little low from the high
stations in the Northeast, and
demand all summer, all added
inventories are especially
up to this crunch," Everett - tight in California, Minnesota
and
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You don't have to be a computer expert to put our TRS-80 to work
for you! It can teach, remember, display, solve problems, play
'games. Includes 232-page manual, 53-key keyboard, cassette •
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1 46...Western Ky. Clinches OVC Crown;Murray Finishes 4-7
By TONY WILSON.
Sports Editor
"It's just been that kind of
year for us," said Western
Kentacky coach Jimmy Feix.
"We've been lucky, and our
players have kept their faith."
Shouting above the yells of
jubilant Hilltopper players, he
recounted his team's 14-6
victory over Murray State at
Roy Stewart Stadium that
-clinched the Ohio Valley
Conference football title.
Western entered the game
.fititti a 5-0 conference record.
ttrie of the wins had come
against Eastern Kentucky,
but it took a field goal with no
time left — an Eastern bolding
penalty Lave the :Toppers two
kicks — for a 17-16 decision.
"You have to be lucky to get
two kicks in a situation like
that," Feix said later.
So the way in which Western
defeated Murray probably
wasn't surprising to Feix. His
team scored the decisive
touchdown on a pass in-,
terception and runbaCk at-the
four-yard line by freshman
Barry Bunun.
"That defense did a whale of
job," Feix said. It had to,
since the Racers owned the
football more than twice as
long (26:59-12:36) as Western.
The interception was one of

"Wei-Ricky— Ray passes the
Hilltoppers picked off. Bur=
grabbed another on the
Racers' next series following
histouchdown return.
"Ricky did a good job, and
so did Mike (Dickens)," said
• Murray coach Mike Gottfried,
whose team finished 4-7 and 15 in the OVC. "Our pass
protection just completely
broke down."
Ray replaced Dickens after
the Evansville senior's pass
attempt was picked off at the
Racer 11-yard line late in the
third quarter. Western subsequently moved to the
Murray one-yard line, but an
illegal procedure penalty and
a quarterback sack moved the
'Toppers back to the 11. From
there, 'Marvin Davis antempted a 28-yard field goal
that was wide left.
That series was preceded by
a rapid — and confusing to
some — turn of events.
Murray marched to the
Western 31-y8rd line, where
Dickens attempted to hit a
receiver in the end zone on
second down.
The Racers were penalized
for offensive interference, and
since it occurred in the end
zone, Western was given
possession of the ball on a
touchback.

"I ditTn't know of theode," with a 60-yard pass W. the
said Gottfried. Feix didn't Murray 16, and freshman
really know what was hap- fullback
Barry Skaggs
pening initially, "but when t plunged in from one yard out
saw the call 1 knew why we three plays later.
had the ball. It was really 8
Racer tailback Danny Lee
big play," he said.
Johnson, who at one point in
Western quarterback John the season appeared to have a
Hall and Dickens entered the chance at the Murray singlegame
ranked
one-two, season record, ran for 31
respectively, in league yards.on 15 carries to finish
passing. But neither enjoyed with 1,217 yards — 186 short of
an outstanding afternoon Don Claytan's record mark.
statistically. Hall hit on only 5
"Danny's a beaten-up
of 19 — three were picked off back," said Gottfried. "When
-7- while Dickens was 7 of 18 you carry the ball as much as
with
one
interception. he does, it's hard to stay 100
Dickens' seven passes did, percent through the season."
however,amount to 133 yards.
Western's win kept alive its
The Racers took the lead hopes for a berth in the fourwith 12;36 left in the second_ team Division I-AA playoffs.
quarter on a series that Three of the spots are vircovered just nine seconds. tually clinched by other
Dickens hit wide receiver squads, so the Hilltoppers
Greg King in the flat, who must await the outcome of the
raced
in for the score. The Florida A di M-Grambling
play covered 63 yards and game next Saturday.
provided a 6-0 cushion.
Should A di M win, it would
The extra-point snap was probably receive the other
mishandled, an error that spot.
Gottfried felt was a costly one.
"I think-they deserve to go,"
"When they scored and went said Gottfried. "They won the
ahead 7-6, we were im- OVC, which is a good, evenlymediately on the defensive. balanced league."
Instead of a tie, we had to
The Flilltoppers defeated the
chase them all afternoon." - — Racers for the first time in
Western took that 7-6 ad- three years. Western and Feix
vantage on their possession were 1-8-1 last year, and one of
following Murray's touch- those losses was a 21-13
down. Hall hit Eddie Preston decision to the Racers.
Western 14, Murray 6
Racers
(4-7)
First downs

17
44-114
135
249
9-27-4
8-35 5

Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Total offense

Posses
Punts-ovg '
Punt ret-yards
Kick rot-yards
Pertoltiet-yords
Fumbles-lost

4-24
3-66
2-12
3-1

Hilltoppers
(8-2)
15
52-168
102
270

5-20-3
9-44.2
3-8,

2-29
6-74
2-0

Individual Statistics
Rushing - George Turn*, 12-66, Tyrus Brown, 8-33. Danny tee
Johnson, 15-31, Ricky Roy, 1-4; Clint WitliornA, 1,3; David Thomas. 1-8, Mike Dickens, 6- •15;(W) Stevenson, 14-68, Skoggs, 13-41,
Jones, -11-21, Woods,7-21; Gvvinn, 2-9, Hall, 4-7. Caldwell,
Passing — Dickens, 7-18-1 (133); Roy. 2-8-3(2). Johnson, 0-1-0,
(W)Hall, 5-19-3(102); Jones, 0-1-0
Receiving - Brown, 3-29; Greg King, 2-67; Thomas, 2-48; Tur•
flier. 1-.8:Johnson,
Droke,,2-24; Preston, 160:'
Punting —_ Wes kirgerson, 8-284-35.5;(W) Roy Former, 9-391)44.2
Punt returns - Billy Lewis, 4-24;(W)Brozlity, 3-8
Kick returns- Wilhoms, 2-43; Lewis. 1-23;(W)Jones, 2-29.
Interceptions - Lewis, 1-26. David Reagan, 1-5; Lindsey Hudspeth, 1-2,(W)Wells, 1-8, Smith, 1-14, Rumm, 2-4
_

ohibtted
tones*

Southweit, North
Jamboree Winners

One-could hardly tell by the expression of Murray State head
coach Mike Gottfried, but Western Kentucky had just corn.,4
pleted a 60-yard pass to set up its first touchdown in the
Hilltoppers' 14-6 victory over the Racers Saturday afternoon in
Stewart Stadium.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

Since three is an 'odd
number, one team was given a
bye in both the boys' and girls'
draw of the Calloway County
Junior-High Jamboree in
Jeffrey Gymnasium Saturday
night. And each won its
respective idivison.
The North Calloway boys,
after watching East Calloway
stop Southwest 24-17, whipped
East 24-21 for the title; while
the Southwest girls whipped
East 17-11 for the girls
championship. The East girls
had beaten North 10-2 in the
night's first contest.
Lynn Cothran scored 10
points to lead the Southwest
girls to their title, while Keith
Lovett- scored 10 of his own to
push North..
Southwest Calloway was
given the spirit award.

Sports Upcoming
- Today
Murray State University Blue-Gold game, University
Fieldhouse, 7:30 p.m.; admission — free..
Calloway County girls (1-0) vs Hickman County, Hickman,Ky.,6 p.m.; Admission — $1.50 and 75 cents.
Murray State's women (1-0) vs Vanderbilt, Nashville.
Junior high Basketball — boys and girls games; North
Callaway at Murray Middle, 3:30 p.m.; Puryear at East
Calloway; 6:30 p.m. Admission —$1 and 50 cents.
Tuesday
_Calloway County boys (0.1) vs 'Fancy Farm; Fancy
Farm,Ky.; Admission,$1.50 and 15-C-ents.
Murray Tiger Basketball Kickoff chili supper; Murray
High School; sponsored by Murray Tiger Athletic Booster
'Club; 6:30 p.m.; $150a plate.
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*SOUTHERN-

Fried Chicken

•

-EVERYDAY SEVEN SEAS 4EATURES

Fish Fillet under 6 years

ow

a

; 43'

HOW
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Free

Fish Fillet 6-10 years

.99

Iowa State Captures 4th
AIAW Cross Country Title
By the Associated Press

Landlubber Specials
-SUPER DELICIOUS
It349
Sirloin Steak 1r

•
•
•

Fried Chicken 10 years & under ....99
Hushpupplee, French Fries & Slaw
salsa Ban — .80 with meal

East girls 10, North 2
East — Vicki Houghton, 4;
Noreen Herndon, 3; Beth
Hooks, 3; North — Wendy
()sinus,2.
East boys 24,Southwest 17
East — Jeff Garrison, 11;
Terry Stubblefield, 1; Mark
Williams, 8; Mike Wicher, 2;
Ricky Wagoner, 2; Southwest
— Jeff Butterworth, 10; Chris
Sheridan,
2;;
Tracy
Carraway,3; Jeff Paschall,2.
Southwest girls 17, East 11
Southwest — Lynn Cothran,
10; Cindy Anderson, 6; Donna
Coles, 1; East — Lorri Green,
5; Hooks,3; Herndon,3.
North boys 24, East 21
North — Keith Lovett, 10;
Rob Anderson, 2; Steve
Young, 4; Brian .Tibbetts, 7;
East — . Garrison, 10;
Williams, 11.

DENVER — Colorado's
Mary Decker was the individual winner and Iowa
State captured team honors at
the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Country
Cross
Women
Championship.
Decker, who placed first in

16:59.4, was the only runner
among the 234 entrants to
break 17 minutes for the
event.
Iowa State captured its
fourth consecutive AIWA
team championship, placing
five runners in the top 63 and
finishing with 119 points.
North' Carolina State -was
second with 144 points.

Chimney and Flue Fires
are on the increase - make an appointment now to
have your -chimney, wood stove or oil burner
cleaned by a professional! We 9uorcintere that we
will leave no mess

40

1111111"

We Welcome The Opportunity tc Demonstrate our service
and hospitality

en 4P.M. Each Day

Seas
§even
Restaurant.

79'
!goo
-

CHIMNEY SWEEPS

7594878

Tyrus Brown appears stunned as tailback Danny Lee Johnson is tripped up in Murray State's 14-6 loss to Western Kentucky Saturday. The victory clinched the Ohio Valley Conference championship for the Hilltoppers.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

Duke's Bill Foster Wary Of No.
1 Ranking In College Cage Poll
and Indiana, 210, finished out Brewer and Marvin Delph,
play a stronger schedule.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
was given Honorable Mention
AP Sports Writer "‘ • By reaching the NCAA the Top Ten.
After
Kentucky, the in the voting.
The No. 1 ranking in college finals last season, Duke hit
Last season's final Top
basketball can be like holding one of the high points in the remainder of the Top Twenty
a double-edged sword — one school's basketball history included No. 12 North Carolina Twenty poll, taken before the
slip and you cut yourself, after years of desultory play. State; No. 13 Southern Cal; NCAA finals: Kentucky,
Duke Coach Bill Foster is The _Blue Devils had — and No. 14 LSU; No. 15 Rutgers; UCLA, DePaul, Michigan
painfully aware of that-- still- have — one of the No. 16 North Carolina; No. 17 State, Arkansas, Notre Dame,
youngest teams in the court-, San Francisco; No. 18 Duke, Marquette, Louisville,
position.
---Marquette; No. 19 Alabama, Kansas, San Francisco, New
"rm really proud,"says the
coach of the nation's top- try, with only one senion--ind No. 20 Nevada-Las Vegas. Mexico, Indiana, Utah,
Arkansas,
the
other Florida State, North Carolina,
ranked team, "but on the (guard Jim SpanarkeD in the
member of last season's Final Texas, Detroit, Miami ((go.)
other hand, everyone will be starting lineup.
This is a good-shooting, Four which lost stars Ron and Penn.
shooting for us this year. That
flelt.14
No. 1 ranking will give a loS of intelligent group that now
#100,
teams incentive to beat us thIs combines experience with
youthful vibrancy. The
season."
Coast Conference
Atlantic
Foster's Blue Devils find
themselves in precisely the power developed faster than
same spot that Kentucky was expected last year, and the
in last season. The Wildcats Blue Devils' only major
were ranked No. 1 at the start weakness this season could be
of the year and had to prove frontcourt depth.
Foster gives his team top
themselves from the beginning. They did — with some grades in his preseason
difficulty — before winning assessment.
"We're about where we
the NCAA championship by
beating this same Duke team want to be at this point," he
said. "I'm very pleased.
in the finals.
"We have no room for Everyone's shooting well, and
slipping," said Foster,"so it's we've looked very good in our
not going to be easy, exhibition games."
Duke was made the nation's
especially with the schedule
we play this year. I think, like No. 1 team -in The Associated
any other team, we'll be all Press preseason poll released
right if we stay away from Sunday,-- collecting 38 first-place ballots and 918 points.
injuries.
''But, honestly, our schedule UCLA was a distant second in
is so tough that we can't afford the vqting by the nation's
to play any game with one of sports writers and broadour starters out. Usually, casters with 764 points. The
there are a few games during Bruins collected eight firstthe season when you can get place ballots from the voters.
The
dropped
voters
away with less than your full
national
defending
champion
complement of players. Not
Kentucky to No. 11, obviously
this year, though."
on
the basis of the Wildcats
Foster, in part, is responsible for one of Duke's losing four of their top six
Experience thifinMeans you get your building
toughest schedules in recent players.
Notre Dame, one of the
when you need it. the way you need it. for the money
history. Building up the Duke
you budgeted to spend.
basketball program in the Final Four in last year's
past four years, it has been championship round in St.
les-a tough assignment. But its one that we've
part of Foster's philosophy to Louis. was accorded the No. 3
before, for scores of satisfied customers.
handled
position on the basis of 685
We've
built a lot of building's in our time.
points. The Fighting Irish
Commercial. industrial. institutional ...lartte. small
received one ballot for No. I.
Louisville and Kansas. the
in-between. And Qver the years. v6t: Ye earned a
only other team to collect a
reputation as professionals whieprpduce the kind of:.
first-place vote, followed in
quality buildings that. otherscan on-4
By The Associated Press
the voting. Louisville landed
BOSTON ( AP) - The the No. 4 spot with 492 points
So when you start to plan sour nest building.
Boston Red Sox have begun while Kansas gained No. 5
call us. We're ready to put our special cYperience
contract negttiations with Jim with 429.
rto work on your special project.
Rice, the American Leagues
Texas, winner of last year's
most valuable player, his' National'''
.Invitation Touragent says.
nament, was placed in the No.
Pennacchia.
Tony
a 6 position with 390 points.
Rjute- 2 Has 525
Providence, R.I., attorney Michigan State was given 348
Calvert. C.ity, Kentucky. 42029
who represents Rice, said points for No. 7 while Big Ten
Phone:(502) 395-4198.
Saturday he:toro
let!pr three 40410iitle klInilidtaLwaa
• ...__.
71011 .141111_
behind in-No:4 with-441•
Manager Ha ywolod Sullivan.
t Syracuse, with 243 points,

We offer you
something no other'
builder can:

CESA Contractors
Experience.

Sox Beginning

Talks With'Rice

/144

n-nd

'-a

CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
•••-•..••••
••••••••••• •••"••• •
.....aw.a

14 •

•
•••••-••••••
,
.
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Lynn, Borrix Spark MSU
Women To 8166 Triumph
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
- Home and away - that's the
usual
format
for
an
agreement between two
basketball teams in a given
season Each has the luxury of
•*eying in front of friendly
ismstones things out.
. But, as the Murray State
women's team prepares to
meet Vanderbilt today in a
7:30 p.m. game ai Nashville,
the players may dunk it's still
Saturday night.
Last Saturday, to be exact,
when the Racers thumped the
Commodores
81-66
in
University Fieldhouse to open
their Season. There's a good
reason for the closeness of the
two games, however.
-It was the only way we
could get two games in said_
Murray coach Jean Smith.

"We had problems last year
with the mow and only played
one game against them, so we'
decided that, rather than
waiting until the middle of the
season when the conference
games start, we would play
them now."
The Racers had little
problem with Vanderbilt.
Leading 32-22 late in the first
half, Murray outscored the
visitors 11-4 to take a 43-26
halftime lead.
.
And when Vanderbilt's
Karen McGinn hit a 10-footer
to pull her team within eight
points with five minutes left,
guard Cindy Barris pushed
the advantage back up to 12.
She did it with two set shots
from 20 feet or so, but by then
the crowd was used to it. She
na nit four straight from
downtown in 'the opening

Murray 81, Vanderbilt 66
fg tgo ft ftm rb pf tp
Laura Lynn
7 12
3
5
6
1 17
Cindy Boma
7 15
2
2
2
3 16
Kathy Hughes
6 70 2- 5 6 2 14
Jackie Mounts
3
4
6
8 -71
3 10
Jeanette Rowan
4
9
0
1
8
Mary Jane Gates
1
3
4
4
5
5
6
Kim Morris
3
6
0 0
1
0
6
Marla Kelsch
1
5
0
1
0
5
2
Lisa LaMar
1
I
0 0
1
0 2
Team rebounds
8
Totals
33 68 75 25 49 20 81
Allison Floyd
0
4
3
4
3
5
3
Cathy Bender
2
6
1
3
5
5
5
Sissy Maddox
5
7 6
6
5
2 - 16
atiVihiorrow
3
7 0-- 0
- -- -8
t- - ---8
Cindy Freeman
6 17
2
2. 6
4 14
Karen McGinn
5 12
0
1
2
3 10
Teresa Lawrence
2
2
0
5
3
1
4
Diane Beasley
4
7
0
0
2
1
8
Ginnie Myers
0 0 0
0
1
I
0
Mario Cordono
7
0
0 0 '.0
1
0
Team rebounds
6
Totals
27 63 12 21 41 24
66
Vanderbilt
26-40-66
Murray
43-38-81

1'- ii

minutes of the second half to
give Murray its biggest lead of
the game, 56-36 with 1214 left.
She ended with 16 points on 7
of 15 shooting, 6 of 9 in the
second half.
While Barns was the star of
the game in the secondhalf,
guards Laura Lynn and Kathy
Hughes provided the offense
in the first.
Lynn led all scorers with 17
points and Highes had 14. A
native of Paducah, Hughes
scored five of the final 11
Racer points in the first
period.
Center Jackie Mounts
grabbed 11 rebounds and
scored 10 points, but wasn't
her usual scoring-machine
-self. "I think Jackie was a
little nervous," said Smith. "It
may have because Starting-her last year, and she was
worrying about doing well too
hard."
The only other player to
rebound in double figures was
forward Jeanette Rowan, a
freshman from Owensboro.
Rowan also had 11 while
scoring 10 points. "That's the
first time she has played to
her potential. She was hustling
and-giying it all she had," said
Smith. e
Smith, beginning her second
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For Up To The Minute

Groin Prices
Coll...
-

Hutson Groin Ter ninal
Port-Of-Murroy-Colloway County

Low"
Farmers
.474-2295
Ky.
Farmers. .1-800-592-5409
Hours: 6 a. m.-10 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
Except Holidays

Hutson Grain
Terminal

year as Racer head coach,
stressed field-goal percentage
as a big factor if her team was
to do well this year. She was
obviously satisfied after
Saturday. Her squad hit 49
percent of its attempts, including 50 percent in the first
half.
•'That's what really makes
me happy. We were * taking
good shots and hitting them,"
she said. Many of the good
shots were layups off of fast
breaks
as
Murray
outrebounded the Commadores 49-41.
Sissy Maddox led Vanderbilt scorers with 16 points,
followed by Cindy Freeman
with 14 and McGinn with 12.
Racers defeated
The
Vanderbilt in Nashville 80-78
last season,Ina by then they
were already 1-2 and headed
for a 10-19 finish.
-We needed this one to get
off on the right foot," said
Smith."Nothing beats success
for momentum." But won't it
be difficult to motivate the
team to play the same squad
two days later?
"In a way, yes, it will. We

By the Associated Press
Western Kentucky has
wrapped up the Ohio Valley
Conference football title,
giving, the league its second

Evert

4111figkoaree•

For $250,000 Series Title
By the Associated Press
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.
-- Chris Evert scored a 6-3,6-3
victory
over
Martina
Navratilova to win the 8250,000
Series Championships at
Missions Hills Country Club.
Evert earned $75,000 and a
new car with the victory while
Navratilova won $40,000.
In the doubles final,
Navratilova and Billie Jean
King combined for a 6-3, 6-4
victory over Australians
Kerry Reid and Wendy
Turnbull. They divided $30,000
while Reid and Turnbull split
$16,000.
WEMBLEY, England —
John McEnroe battled for 3/
3
4
hours to overcome fellow
American Tim Gullikson 6-7,
6-4, 74,6-2 and win the final of
a Grand Prix tennis tour'nament.
It was McEnroe's second
straight Grand Prix win and
he collected a first prize of
PIMP US-detected Gallia/ion
—in two sets In the final of the
0

Stockholm Open last week
GOLF
SYDNEY, Australia - Jack
Nicklaus fired a final-round 1under-par 71 and scored a 6stroke victory over countryman Ben Crenshaw in the
$253,000 Australian Open Golf
Championship.
Nicklaus, who finished with
a 72-hole total of 284, earned a
winner's check of-$5O.600 in
copping his sixth Australian
Open.
American Bruce 1.ietzke
finished third at 293.

GENERAL
By the Associated Press
BIRMINGHAM, Ala
Cecil Stubbs, a vice president
of the Hall of Fame Clas.sic
college
football
game,
collapsed and dieitonly hours
after announcing that Texas
A&M would play Iowa State in
the Lbw— atm"'gam.se ATM.._
'

Billy le
punts fi

-/
Laura Lynn prepares to jump shoot as teammate Marla Xelich (10) wat‘hel. The
Murray State women opened their season with
an 81-66 victory Saturday. Lynn led all scorers with 17 points

Fumble Gives Eagles A VictorY;
England Kicks Jets 1-9- 1 7

ToanfYiderbite," sahe
Ne W
just remind them of last
year'srecoil." /
By liAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
The great equalizer for all
National Football League
teams is the game clock. It is
emotionless
and
uncompromising, a friend one
moment,an enemy the next.
It often spells the difference
between victory and defeat
and in four games Sunday,the
outcome rested on its steady
rags-toriches champion in as ticktock as the seconds ebbed
away.
many seasons.
For the New York Giants,
Austin Peay rebounded
from a losing season to cap- the clock seemed to be totting
ture the 1977 crown. Western, victory as they ran it out,
meanwhile, slumped to the protecting a 17-12 lead over,.
worst record in its history, 1-8- Philadelphia. Suddenly, with
1. The Hilltoppers rebounded Just 20 ticks left, Joe Pisarcik
and
Herman
with an 8-2 record this year, fumbled
including a 6-0 league mark Edwards scooped the ball up
that was completed with a 14-6 and ran 26 yards for
Philadelphia's •winning touchwin over Murray.
In other games on the final down in a 19-17 victory.
The New York Jets had
weekend of the regular
season, OVC
runnerup raced the clock as they rushed
Eastern Kentucky matched dovmfield in the final two
Western's 8-2 overall record minutes, positioning the ball
with a 30-0 rout of Morehead, for a Pat Leahy field goal that
Austin Peay edged East could have turned their game
Tennessee 14-7 eltd..leanessee against New England. With 31
Tech battered Middle Ten- seconds left, Leahy lined up
for a 33-yard kick. But it
nessee 35-10.
Barry Skaggs ran for one hooked wide left, saving the
touchdown and Barry Btu= Patriots' 19-17 victory.
For the Kansas City Chiefs,
returned a pass interception
for another to key the Western the Clock wasn't as vital as the
position of the ball. There
win.
Murray, which finished 4-7 were just 15 seconds left when
overall and in a tie for the KC, trailing 13-10 against
league cellar at 1-5, jumped Seattle, lined up at the 1-yard
ahead 6-0 in the second period line. Only a miracle could
on a 63-yard pass play from save the Seahawks, it seemed.
A miracle or a fumble..Tony
Mike Dickens to Greg King.
• Western- took the ensuing Green supplied the latter and
kickoff 'and marched 80 yards the Chiefs came up losers
• for what proved to be the again.
In Sari Franeisco,' the 49ers
winning points. John Hall's 60yard pass play to Eddie played their best game of the
Preston set up the touchdown,
American Orialertsee
which came on Skaggs' one
East
yard run. Marvin Davis' extra
W L T Pet. PT PA
Sew
England
9
3 0
point put Western ahead for
750 1184 208
Miami
8 3 0
727 317 1U
good at 7-6.
N Y Jets
6 6 0
500 270 1116
5 7 0
Baltimore
err ua 00
The win, Coach Roy Kidd's Buffalo
3 9 0
256 306 2113
100th in 15 years, left Eastern
Central
to 2 0 433 3113 155
Kentucky with a 5-1 league Pittsburgh
Houston
7 4 o
631 187 188
record. Morehead slipped to 2- Cleveland
6 6 0
500 727 206
1 11 0
6-1 for the year and tied for the Cincinnati
063 137 225
West
league cellar with a 1-5 record. Oakland
6 4 o
667 254 202
Patton gave Eastern all the Denver
8 4 0 46700 151
6
SestUe
6
0
500 248 362
points it needed with a
San Diego
6 6 0
500 233 245
threeyard scoring run in the Kansas City
2 10 0
147 184 270
first period.

Tops Navratilova

•

s-

Eastern Smashes
Morehead, But Has
To Settle-for Second

The Southwest girls and the North boys captured titles ia a limier-high
jamboree for the county schools at Jeffrey Gymnasium Saturday night. At
left, Lynn Cothran (25) scores over Dana Miller (44) and lori Green1 (22);
while at right, North's Keith Lovett fires on attempt as East Calloway's
Terry Stubblefield defends.
Photos by Kevin Penick
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season and with two seconds
left to play, they were tied
with powerful Los Angeles.
Overtime loomed, but then
Frank Correll delivered a 24yard field goal that sealed a
31-28 Rams victory.
Elsewhere, St.
Louis
defeated Washington 27-17,
dropping the Redskins into a
first place tie in the NFC East
with Dallas which downed
New Orleans 27-7. San Diego
topped Minnesota 13-7 but the
Vikings remained tied for the
NFC Central lead with Green
Bay, which bowed to Denver
16-3, The Broncos' victory
kept them in a first place
deadlock with Oakland in the
AFC West as the Raiders
whipped Detroit 29-17.
In other games, it was
Tampa Bay 31, Buffalo 10;
Chicago 13, Atlanta 7;
Cleveland 45, Baltimore 24;
and Pittsburgh 7, Cincinnati 6.
Miami plays at Houston
tonight, completing the
season's 12th week.
Eagles 19, Giants 17
York thought it had this
see 111 the hag when Odis
McKinney's
interception
halted a final Philadelphia
drive with 1:23 to play. But
then Pisarcik's turnover on a
handoff that would have killed
the clock reversed the outcome.
Patriots 19, Jets 17
David Posey's.24-yard field
goal with 2:30 to play gave
New England the lead against
New York. Then the Jets
rolled downfield, racing the

e

la

tee
171
217

ise
197
307
306
221
737
104
177
228
186

clock, hoping for a winning
field goal. When Leahy
missed, he fell to his hands
and knees in anger.
Seahawks 13, Chiefs 10
Kansas City Coach Mary
Levy defended the wide pitch
play which Reed fumbled at
the Seattle goal line, sealing
the Seahawks' victory. Two
Efren Herrera field goals of 30
and 18 yards were decisive for
Seattle.
Rams 31, 49ers ZS
Pat Haden softened San
Francisco up with three
straight passes to Ron Jessie
which chewed up 41 yards and
set up Corrall's winning field
goal. The 49ers had tied the
score in the final period on an
89-yard kickoff return by Dave
Williami and Paul Hofer's
third TD run of the game.
Cards 27,11tedskins 17
St. Louis scored its fourth
straight victory after losing its
first eight games. Jim Hart
flipped two TD passes and
Willard Harrell returned a
punt 70 yards for another
score.
Cowboys 27,Saints 7
Tony Dorsett rushed for 152
yards, pushing his season's
total past the 1,000-yard
plateau as Dallas set the stage
for their Thanksgiving Day
showdown with Washington by
moving into a first place tie
with the Redskins.
Raiders 29, Lions 17
Mark van Eeghen scored
three TDs, two on 1-yard runs
and the third on a fumble
recovery in the end zone, as

Oakland hung onto its share of
the AFC West lead. Van
Eeghen rushed for 98 yards in
the game and scored the goahead TD when he fell on wide
receiver Cliff Branch'sfumble
----in the end zone.
Broncos 16, Packers3
Denver kept pace with
Oakland by beating Green
Bay. Ron Lytle rushed for 110
yards and one TD and Craig
Morton's 14-yard pitch to
Haven Moses supplied the
other touchdown for the
Broncos.
Chargers 13, Vikings 7
.. Dan Fouts; 10-yard TD pass
to rookie John Jefferson
proved decisive as San Diego
ended Minnesota's four-game
winning streak.
Fouts stumbled as he took
the snap on the scoring play.
"I figured if I could get up
without.trouble we could still
salvage something," said
Fouts. And he did, pulling out
the TD and the victory with it.
Steelers 7, Bengals 6
Rocky Bleier scored the
game's lone TD on a 1-yard
plunge as Pittsburgh survived
four interceptions to edge
Cincinnati.
The Bengals, 1-11 for the
year, allowed the Steelers only
154 net yards but could not
overcome Bleier's TD.
Browns 45, Colts 24,
Brian Sipe. passed for 309
yards and four touchdowns,
three of them to Calvin Hill,as
Cleveland routed Baltimore,
which played without the
injured Bert Jones.
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When you open a Christmas Club Account for $5.00 or more a week, you get a choice of
e gifts - spoon holder or slicing knife. Wouldn't it be
; nice to face a new year without a stack of bills?
Come in today and let's get your Christmas Club
;started... and pick out your gift.
; Hurry! Supply is limited!
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Just A Jamboree
Miller Not Unhappy With Overtime Loss
too many," Miller said. -And
By TONY WILSON
Perry and Frank Gilliam was 18-6 in 1975-76 and 22-41 in
we had a lot of turnovers. We graduated,'taking with them '76-'77, capturing the First
Sports Editor
Sloppy play is something aft still a while away- from 10- and 22-point averages, Region title. •
about which basketball being a good team, but I think respectively. Miller hopes
"We have nine or 10 that can
coaches cringe, but Mugray we will be a fine one before the experience and depth from the play for us, I think,in pressure
High's Cary Miller was glad it year is over."
bench will offset them.
situations," said Miller. His
Murray returns six lethappened when the outcome
"We will have to utilize our team has another full week to
wasn't really important.
termett, all of whom started at experience, and improve our prepare for its season opeder
Xis Murray High boys least part of th_e time. tut - deisoms," ld Mil1er.'.1 think at Trigg Comity Nov. A.basketball squad lost 40-39 in season. Back is Howard we have the size and
Murray then returns bane
overtime to Heath in the Boone, a 6-5 senior, who led leadership to win this year."
for three straight games,
Paducah Tilghman Jamboree Tiger players in scoring
The Murray coach enters including
one
against
Saturday night. Miller, Saturday with 18 points.
his fourth season as head perennial First Region power
however, viewed the event as
Other lettermen returning coach of the Tigers. His team Tilghman Dec. 1.
a learning experience for his are seniors Ed Harcourt, Jeff
players.
Kursave, Brad Taylor, Mike
Murray High
"A jamboree is for teams to Bradshaw and junior Nick
Boys Basketball Rester
get used Lb playing in front of a Swift. crowd," said Miller. "It's
Harcourt was the secondgood because kids can prepare leading scorei Saturday with No.
P.. Nt
wt Yr
themselves for the games that six points, followed by Swift, 11 Ed Harcourt
G-F 6-1 165 Sr
do count."
5; Kursave, 4; Greg Lotto, 3; 14, Todd Bradshaw
-6 5-7 130 So
The game, which consisted Bradshaw, 2; and Taylor, 1. 15 Guy Furr
G 5-10 140 Jr
of a 15-minute period, ended in Howie Crittenden and Guy 21 Mod Taylor
G 6-1 165 Sr
a 34-34 tie at the end of Furr played but didn't score.
22 bowie Crittenden _
f",, S-14
So
-regulation.- The 'Tigers-112
-(T-- -The Titers were 12-12'
5-10 145
four shots to go ahead in the season, advancing to the finals 25 Mike Bradshaw
5-11 155 4r
final 10 seconds of the extra of the district tourney before 31 Greg Schanbacher
G-F S-10 155 So
period, but none would fall. losing 73-63 to Marshall 34 Bobby Daniel
6-1 155 Jr
Other teams involved and County. It took a 55-foot 40 Greg Lotto
6-4 180 Jr
their results were Mayfield 43, desperation shot by Willie 51 Nick Swift
6-0 185 Jr
Ballard Memorial 26; Tilgh- Perry at the buzzer for the 53 Nick Hibbard
185 Jr
man 27, Reidland 23; and Lone Tigers to edge Calloway 54 Robin
Roberts
6-4
185
So
County 50-49 and earn the
Oak 34, Fulton County 29.
s5 Jeff Kursave
6-2 185 Sc
'We had 20 fouls; that's way right to play the Marshals.

Billy Lewis evbdes Western Kentucky's Elmer Caldwell during Murray State's loss to the Hilltoppers Saturday. Lewis returned four
punts for 24 yards and intercepted a pass.
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Mayfield, Paintsville, Need Only
1 More Win For Perfect Season
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE — Mayfield
and Paintsville, each seasonlong residents of the No. 1 spot
in their respective classes,
will try to complete perfect
seasons Friday in championship games of the Kentucky high school football
playoffs.
Defending
Class " AA
( hampion Mayfield, ranked
,first in AA and riding a 24`game winning streak, rallied
from a 7-0 halftime deficit to
post a 28-7 win over Fort Knox
in last weekend's semifinal
round. Greg Hawkins scored
twice on short runs and Jeff
Boyd clinched the outcome
• with a 48-yard touchdown
,scamper as Mayfield ran its
record to 12-0.
In Friday afternoon's title
game it Richmond, Mayfield
will meet third-ranked
,Somerset,' which pushed its
_record to 9-3 with a 40-8 rout of
pi-eviously unbeaten Pikeville.
Ronnie Cain threw a pair of
touchdowns passes to start the
rout.
Paintsville, ranked first in
'Class A, made David
LeMaster's four-yard scoring
run in the first period stand up
.for a 7-0 decision over Beechwood. The losers had two

excellent
scoring
opportunities, but had a 24-yard
field goal attempt blocked and
a fourth-period drive was
halted on downs at the
Paintsville 16.
Paintsville, 11-0, thus
earned a title game berth
opposite No. 3 Fort Campbell,
the defending champion which
remained in contention with a
20-13 decision over fourthranked Richmond Madison 2013. Steve Skelton's fourth
period touchdown run was the
difference.
Second-ranked
Russell
charged into next Saturday's
'Class AAA title game at Richmond after an 18-0 win over
Jessamine County. Russell,
10-3, got touchdowns from
Scott Boyd and Andy Rayburn
in earning a spot opposite
Woodford County; which
dispatched Franklin-Simpson
24-15: Louis Mucci, Mike
Wallace and Jeff Brown each
scored
touchdowns
as
Woodford County ran its
record to 10-3.
The biggest casualty of the
weekend
was two-time
defending
Class AAAA
champion Louisville Trinity.
The topranked Shamrocks of
Jefferson County AAAA were
beaten 13-6 by third-rated St.

They Said It
Coaches Ponder—Results
By the Associated Press
"I feel it was the right
decision because we had time
to hold them and let (Rex)
)1obinson kick a field goal,"
said Coach Vince Dooley after
Georgia scored in the final six
minutes and kicked the extra
point for a 22-22 tie with
Auburn on Saturday.
"But I wish I had known
Wha I know now when we
made that decision," Dooley
added.
We played the best we
have all year," said Joe
Cribbs of Aupurn. ','But those
controversial calls got us." He
alluded to rulings that Auburn
had failed to score a touchdown at the end of the half and
had missed a fourth down
conversion late in the game.

"I'm just sick to my
stomach," said Coach Doug
Barfield of -Auburn. "The
players are disappointed. I
personally feel we deserved to
win."
"They decided to play
football in the second half, we
didn't," said Ole Miss Coach
Steve Sloan after Tennessee
overcame a 17-7 deficit for a
41-17 victory.
'"The guys have not kown
what it felt like to taste
something like this in a long
time," said Coach Fred
Pancoast after Vanderbilt
beat Air Force 41-27. "It gave
them a shot in the arm."
"It was one of those kind of
days," Kentucky Coach Fran
Curd said after an 18-16 loss to
Florida.

Xavier, which got its winning
points on Mark Haner's eightyard run with four minutes to
play.
St. Xavier, champion of
Class AAAA in 1975, moves
into Friday's Jefferson County
finals against a Stuart team
that outlasted Butler 21-14.
Greg Wright scored on runs of
2, 5 and 73 yards to pace the
Stuart attack.
Two
unlikely
teams
qualified for Friday's State
AAAA final in Lexington.
Lexington Tates Creek, a sixtime loser in the regular
se,aSon, slipped by Boyd
County 14-13 while Franklin
County earned a 15-11 upset
win over Henderson County,

the Class AAAA numerup in
1976.
The State AAAA winner will
then tangle with the Jefferson
County champion in the Class
AAAA championship game
Dec.2 at Louisville.
Brian Monroe's two-yard
run and Monte Ott's conversion kick proved the difference for Tates Creek,
which had to withstand a
second half Boyd County rally.
Don Moore passed 20 yards
to Gordon Luncerford and 18
yards to John Vandermeer for
Franklin County touchdowns.
The winner to Vandermeer
came with 10 minutes to play
as Franklin Counts took advantage of a botched punt.

Evansville Whips
Polish Nationals

Streaking Lakers Belt Chicago
For 13th Consecutive Victory
By the Associated Press
LOS ANGEI.F.S — Eleven
years ago, Ron Boone played
his
first
professional
basketball game for Dallas of
the American Basketball
Association. He hasn't missed
a game since. .
Boone, now a guard for the
National
Basketball
Association Lakers, played in
his 844th consecutive game
Sunday rilg
. ht — tying a
regular-season record set by
Johnny Kerr — as the red-hot
Lakers downed the Chicago
—Bulls 104-95.
In the only other game on
the NBA schedule, the Seattle
SuperSonics edged the For;Used Trail Blazers 88-85.
The NBA probably won't
recognize Boone's record,
since 662 of his games were
played in the old ABA, and he
said that's the way it should
be.
"I don't think the NBA
should accept my record,"
Boone said. "Bat I do believe
it should be recognized as the
longest streak in professional
basketball after the next
game.That will be neat Wedneday

Walters said.
By the Associated Press
It was the first appearance
EVANSVILLE, Ind. — The
first basketball game for the by the Aces, except for inUniversity of Evansville's trascpiad s—criiiiinages, since
Aces, rebuilt from scratch the plane crash shortly after
after the entire team and its takeoff at Evansville last Dec.
coach died in a plane crash 13. Watson, all 14 of his
last December, produced a 63- players and 14 others were
58 victory over the touring killed.
The NCAA waived its
Polish national team. _
"We looked kood defen- normal. restrictions on
sively," said new coach Dick transfer students Playing in
Walters after Saturday night's their first year because of the
victory. "We still have a lot of crash:
things to Work on, but you're
Against Poland, Evansville Eagles' Owner Tose
always happy when you win." took a 12-8 lead early in the
Larry Olsthooni and Scott first half on a Mike Watley In Good Condition
Kelley, who transferred to jump.shot. Both teams traded
EAST RUTHERFORD,N.J.
Evansville from Iowa, scored baskets after that until Kelley (AP) — Philadelphia Eagles
13 points apiece to lead the made three consecutive owner Leonard Tose unAces' attack.
baskets with 3:43 remaining in derwent successful open heart
"Their experience in the Big -the half to give the Aces a 29-22 'surgery last Tuesday, the
Ten was a big help," said lead, their biggest of the " National Football League club
Walters, who succeeded the game.
announced Sunday.
late coach Bob Watson at
Steve Long tipped in a
The operation, to replace an
Evansville.
basket at the halftime buzzer aortic valve, was performed
"Poland is a physical to give the Aces a 33728 le4d at by heart surgeon Dr. Denton
team," he said. "It was good the intermission.
Cooley at the Texas Heart
experience for us to go against
The Poles came out in the Institute in Houston.
a physical team because of second half and dominated
The Eagles said the 63our upComing schedule."
play in the first few minutes yearold Tose, owner of the
The Aces open the regular climaxed by a tip in by Jusuyn team since 1969, isiffacellent
season next Saturday at Weglor at 9:23. That gave postoperative condition and is'
Southern Illinois, followed by Poland a 50-45 lead.
expected to return to
DePaul and Indiana State at
game see-sawed Philadelphia this week.
The
home.
throughout the rest of the half
"Leonard has a lot of
"Overall, we're very until Kelley made a free throw courage," %!,- said General
pleased and happy to win," tit.3_'.56 and a 15-foot jumper at Manager Jim Murray.
3:15 to give Evansville a 4point lead,56-52.
The Aces took control from
then on, maintaining their 4point lead until Eric Harris
scored on a break-away layup
at the final buzzer to make it
63-58:
Poland's Mieczyslaw
Mlynarski, a 6-foot-6 forward
led all scorers with 26 points.'

Convenience Food Stores

Will Be Open
All Day Thanksgiving

Hew The AP Tee 01 Fared
Sy The Associated Pros
How the Top 20 teams In The Associated
Press college football] poll tared tho
weekend'
1 Penn State (104.0) did not play
2 Nebraska (9-3-0) lost to ousoort 35-31
&Alabama 4-14) Ski not play
4 Oklahoma (.104-0) beat Oklatioms
State ed.-7
Southern Cal (11-14) beat UCLA 17-10
&Houston 1-14) did not play
7.I5ehtgan (1-14) beat Plashes Mr,
244011tla (I44) we soars on.
11.Texas C7441 beet Teas()flakes 410
10.Notre Dame (844) beat Georgia
Tech 3641.
11.Meryland (1411) lost to Clemson 21
14.
12.Qinueon (2-14) beet Maryland 22-24
13.Arkaneas(744) bast Texas AkM4117.
14 UCLA (1441 kat to 3....Cal 17
10
itpuraise (7-3-11 lost. to Nldtllan
244
11.14121.1lin State (7441 beat Northwesters 114.
ItsLoubiaos State (6-34) lost to
Mla
Lite 16-14
1111.eara (844) best Amy 31-17
I45. 74.i
311.04aella Tema 1744) tun IS Metre •
Done U-21

in Houston when the Lakers
play the Rockets.
Boone, a 6-foot-2, 200pounder, explained what it
takes to play every game.
"The reasons I've been able
to accomplish this streak is
that -I've not pulled muscles,
had no groin injuries or pulled
hamstrings," he said. "I
stretch a lot before games, run
a lot. And let's face it, I've had
lots of luck.
"The streak means a lot. It's
something that's been done by
only one other person. I feel
like I could play another 800
games."
The 'takers, with reserve
guard Jim Price sparking a
late rally, kept a streak of
their own alive with the vieEasters Coafereate
Atlantic DhAsies
..W
L
Pet. Gll
Philadelphia
12
3
110
Washington
11
T
111
214
New Jersey
11
4
.579
New York
10
I
SW
314
Balton
.250
1 12
814
Central Melaka
Houston
4
.571 Atlanta
8
7
533
ts
San Antonio
8
9
.465
114
Detroit
6-12
.333
4
New Orleans
333
I it
4
Cleveland
5 13
.271
5
Welders Con/efface
Midwest Division
Kansas City
10
7
561
Denver
9
9
HO
Its
Indiana
5 11
4,4
.312
Milwaukee .
8 14,
514
-NM
Clucago
4 14
Peelle DIANE
Seattle
13
1 • .123
Los Angeles
14
4
.T71
Phoenix
12
1
.111116
2
Portland
10
7
MI
Golden State
10
7
.581
San Diego
9 12
Sstarday's Games
Atlanta 134, Phi!adelphia 116
New York 102, Milwaukee 100
Bobo 92, Cleveland 90
Phoenix 110, Detroit 105
Washington 119, Denver 114
Kansas City 114. New Jersey 100
Houston 1$8, San Antonio 120
San Diego 114, New Orleans 111
Gorden State 112, Seettle 104
Portland 123, Indiana 111
Susday's Como
Los Angeles 104, Chicago 95
Seettle 118, Portlarel 85
Meaday's Genie!
No
acheo4lsrl •
Tinsley& Games
Detroit at New York
Golden State at P111110071114
Phoenix at Cleveland
Portland at Milwaukee
Indiana at San Antodo
New Jersey at New Orleans
Atlanta at San Diego

tory over the Bulls. Los the Bulls' scoring with 21
Angeles has won 13 in a row. points, and Reggie Theus had
That ties the club's second- 19.
longest win skein, in the 1972Boone scored four points.
73 sea-son. The club's alltime
Now a broadcaster for the
mark, also an NBA record, is Bulls, Kerr was not at Sun33 consecutive victories set in day's game.
the 1971-72 season.
Soaks 88, Blazers 85
Price scored nine of his 16
Forwards John Johnson and
points in the last four minutes Jack Sikma scored 21 and 18
of the game to help give the points, respectively, as the
Lakers a 94-87 edge after Sonics raised their record tothey'd been trailing.
13-3, best in the Western'
The Bulls came back on two Conference.
Wilbur Holland baskets to cut
The Sonics_trailed 45-34 4t
the lead to 98-93, but the halftime biit climbed in froet
Lakers then scored -gtX—i-,-b31- -limiting—Portland—kr
unanswered points to ice the points in the third quartet.
game.
Seattle scored seven straight
Laker center Kareem points to take an 84-77 leaei
AbdulJabbar led all scorers with 1:28 to play and held off
with 26 points and Jamaal Portland the rest of the way. ;
Wilkes added 23.
Center Tom Owens led tilt
Center Adis Gilmore topped Blazers with 18 points.

Central Shopping Center
Openiam to6pm
6Days A Week
'Phone 753-9064

RAIN,TOP
OR CAR

COATS
2/329

PRICES GOOD
TUES., WED
NOV. 21 22

Expertly
Dry Cleaned

SLACKS
OR

TROUSERS
99c

SHIRTS 45c,
E4
LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION
ON MANGERS
ON FOLQ(D

Enjoy
Thanksgiving
With Us!

5/1.99*
11 a.m. till
8 p.m.
Thursday

Serving

Roast Turkey with Dressing,
Carving Roast Round of Beef,
Fried Chicken, Baked Virginia Ham,
Large Variety of Salads & Vegetables
Plus Hot Breads & Desserts
o•

All This $375
F Only
Plus Tax
(Coffee or Tea Included With Meal)
le614slioNrthreliMurray

Reserved Tables

'4"

Colopial House Smorgasbord
.
4,5,347

I' M.1- 10 [HI Sit lilt AN
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1E. xtension Notes

A Consumer T op
from Eatension SO•cialists at
the UK Coisege of Agficultsei

Wheatin 197

Read nutrition Information on labels to help plan
better meals and get the best
value for your money, say
Extension food specialists
with UK's College of Agriculture. The number of calories
per serving, amount of
protein, fat, carbohydrate
and percentage of the US.
Recommended Daily allowances of protein and seven
important vitamins and
minerals are written on the
labels.
-------

complicated. Only a few days
are left to make the final
decision.
On most farms the decision
involving the 1979 acreage of
wheat involves making prof
projections for all grain cro[along with projections for
double-cropping wheat and
soybeans. The starting point
for making profitability
projections is to know:be cost
of production per bushel for
each crop or crop combination
under normal growing conditions. Each producer should
use his own cost of production
figures if he has them,
otherwise industry-wide
Murray Calloway
a LOOK SHARP, NOW" — Krit Stubblefield of
estimated may serve as a
Murray, Kentucky parades his Jersey
County Airport
'yearlin
g heifer,"Royal," in the show ring during the All
rough guide. The value of soil
American Junior Jersey Show at
Aviation
the
America
North
n
International livestock Exposition recently.
erosion control should -also be
Stubblefield was in
Serving
Louisville with thousands of other livestock
strongly considered.
exhibitors who came from 43 states to
Agricult
ure
compet
e for the more than $223,000 in premiums and
If we assume that it will cost
awards. The North American,
Phone
one of the largest such shows in the world, features
$2.55 per bushel to produce
more than 12,000 head of cattle,
489-2216
wheat in 1979, $2.20 to produce
horses, sheep and swine.
corn and $5.00 to produce
soybeans, we have a start
toward
making
prolit
Several features of the will
benefit
farmers,
— A bill to establish a projections. Comparisons
newly passed federal tax cut providing the
bill is signed by countercyclical formula
for between cropping alternatives
bill ate beneficial to farmers, President Carter.
setting meat import quotas. should be made starting now.
according the C.H. Fields,
— Application
of the This would
A second important step in
limit the
legislative specialist for the carryover basis
rule for President's authority to
raise the decision process is to
American Farm Bureau's property in estates
will be quotas and allow more
current
price
meat examine
Washington D.C. office.
delayed untif Jan. 1, 1980.
Fields recently analyzed the Without the delay, federal imports when beef prices projections, along with trends
increase. Some observers and expected development in
tax measure and several other income taxes would
be higher question whether
President the area of price. We can
items of legislation passed on farmla
nd and other Carter
will sign
during the final weekend property
this examine July 1979 wheat
which was bought legislation,
although at press futures, November 1979
session of the 95th Congetss, many years ago,
then passed _ time he had given
no in- soybean
futures
which adjourned Oct. 15.
and
on to heirs after the original dication
as to his intentions. December 1979 corn futures
The tax bill provides a total buyer's death, and
then sold.
— A measure designed to price trends and get some idea
tax reduction for individuals
— The investment tax boost export sales of U.S. farm as to what the marketing
and businesses of $18.7 billion,
although few individuals will credit will be extended to cOmmodities. It authorizes a system is currently offering
actually pay leas total tax La structures "specifically number of overseas trade for wheat, soybeans and corn*,
TREE FARMER — Suzanne Trimble accepts a certificate
1979 because of higher ,Sodal designed and used solely for missions and upgrades the if one would choose to for-positions -of -agricultural- at- -ward-price his 1-979pruduction
Setuiity levies which ---gb-intrii---4he
4140ving-4 et- husband; Bilk- as--eallevvay Cobrity's newest
.
Peedtletice
plants." This application will taches in several American now.
effect at that- time.
member of the American Tree Farm Association. liresenThe 4th Annual Stockholders Meeting to
eggs,
poultry, embassies.
Fields listed three major include
Since early August, July 79, ting the certificate is John Lockett, service forester with
—
livestoc
A
bill
k
to allow Con- wheat futures have increased
and greenhouse
be held at the Calloway County High
-Farm Bureau-supported
the Kentucky Division of Forestry. The Trimble's daughter,
sideration of exemptions from from about $2.92 to $3.34, as of
-preralsions in the measielethat facilities, Fields said.
School cafeteria, (Tuesday, November
Gaya, is also pictured. Trimble, a local timberland owner,
— The burden of the so- the federal Endangered October 27. When we deduct
was so honored because of his positive attitudes toward
21 at 7:00 p.m.)
called "widow's tax" will be Species Act. This was the law
an expected harvest season
proper timber management. The Tree Farm Association
:alleviated by allowing .a which halted the completion of
"That% not our car. That
basis of about 25 cents, this
recognizes those landowners who strive to improve and
one's got a mashed fender ispouse to earn up to a 50 per a major flood-control project means
that the market offer
protect their woodlands for future harvests of forest
...00000h,that is our car..." cent equity in .jointly held in Tennessee because of a tiny, has increased from about $2.67
products. Anyone owning woodland and wishing to-learn
property if participation in the minnow called the
snail in August to about $3.10 for
more_aboot the tree _farm program Should contact the
business or farm is demon- darter, discovered inhabiting
Financial Report
1979 wheat. The price trend for
Mayfiel
d District Office of the Kentucky Division of
strated. Presently, the In: the nVer area just above the
July79 wheat is up. The USDA
Electi
on Of Directors
Forestry, Ilex 349, Mayfield.
ternal. Revenue Service Tellico Darn.
target price for 1979 wheat is
Door
Prizes
assumes the husband owns all
— A bill authorizing a new
$3.40.
Color TV, 5360 00 In Cash
of a farm or business if ive' dam and 1,200-foot lock on the
When we examine the 1979
dies, thus throwing .the entire Mississippi River at Alton,
harvest-season price offerings
property in the estate and Illinois, financed in part by a
for soybeans and corn sk.e note
niaking it taxable for estate new inland waterways fuel use
- 385 North 4th Street
a small up-trend for corn
tax purposes.
tax, starting at 4 cents a gallon
Murray, Kentucky
prices and a strong up-trend in,
'Good thin; we've got Fields, who said that far- in 1980, and going to 10 cerds a the soybean bid price for fill
Phone 753-5602
mers, in general, did not fare gallon by 1985. The new
the Shield•!"
delivery in 1979 When we
too
badly
facility
=-„,"LW Ca'arel ob your oilmr romance
at
had
the
hands
been
of
the
sought
Has
cattle
the
inventor
by
me* y." be available from the Ken-convert the harvest season
lit hoe* home gem eemb,
95th Congress, listed several Farm Bureau because the
• 4FA
Aqpris hm "weak ehecyo. nerd
old
futures to local cash bid prices cycle hit the low point? Will tucky Crop Reporting Service
The 9end Sbehm.
other measures that were lock
The Go Ahem!Poople
and
dam
had
they turn out to be about $2.25 large feed supplies encourage at Box 1120, Louisville, KY
supported by Farm Bureau deteriorated, threatening to
Ronk Ross
produce
hog
rs
expand
to
40201.
Also
after
4:00
corn
for
and are approaching
p.m. EST
and passed by the lawmakers. disrupt barge traffic on
210 E main
Richard Price, Field Officer Manager
this
$6.70 for soybeans, based on production? Will wheat on day of release the national
These included:
part of the river. If that had
Keys F. Keel, Field Representative
the market close on October growers comply with the reports will be available on a
occurred, the impact on grain
wheat program? A national toll free telephone line. The
Anita McCallon, Secretary
27.
shipments from Kentucky and
agricultural survey will kick number is 800-424-7964.
As
the
price
offering
s
stand
other states could have been
at the end of October, off in late November and early
drastic.
production
wheat
and December to collect data and
soybeans already appears develop answers to the above
quite profitable for 1979. There questions.
will be likely some further
Farmers across Kentucky
—.improvement in the corn bid, will be asked to cooperate in
,if participation in a 1979 this undertaking. They will be
acreage set-aside is ac- contacted by mail questionA Cornorratr Tip '
complished. It is too early to naire and also telephone and
from Extension Sgec.ahsts at
project what will likely personal interviews. Parthe UK College of Aar.culture
happen with corn in 1979.
ticipation is voluntary but
Producer options for 1979 very essential for reZable
Avoid. using the oven for
wheat are many.. He can sell estimates, according to lbave
small cooking_ jobs, such as
wheat
and follow wheat with Williamson, statistician in
making toast, says the Extensoybeans. Other alternatives charge of the Kentucky Crop
sIor energy conservation
involve cutting wheat for Reporting Service. All inspecialist with UK's College
silage and follow with corn or formation provided on the
of Agnculture. Instead. use
full season beans if the price mail questionnaires and
small appliances, which
mechanism dictates more during interviews will be kept
require much less power.
favorable prices.
confidential and used only in
5
.
state and national summaries.
By TED HOWARD
County Extension
Agent for Agriculture
With a large acreage of both
corn and soybeans harvested
by Kentucky farmers in 1978,
the logical question that
follows concerns the acreage
AS PART of a practical arts class at North Callowas to be planted to wheat or other
small grains.
Elementary the students are building a green house. The
heirigaoao.h._ _ Many of the 2.812 million
acres -maw-- -which corn-,
directed by Dasid foli•y. Outing the course of the year
the students should complete the entire green house. soybeans and grain sorghum
were harvested could be
Pictured are Jeff Lee, Tracy Burkeen. Jeff Eldridge. and
planted to small grain. The
Robert Dial working on the walk wavy)the green house.
decision to either plant or not
.Photo by Melissa Moore
to plant small grains is rather

Farmers
Air
Service

New Tax Cut Bill Holds-Benefits For Farmers

ATTENTION
ALL PCA
STOCKHOLDERS

PROGRAM OF EVENTS

New Agriculture SurveyWiltAnswer Queitions

ATTENTION
MR.FARMER

Inter-Collegiate

Good In

RODEO

Lents "'W
-

your valuables...
It's after midnight. Do you know
where your valuables are/ Chances
are they're safe and sound right
where you put them, but when
you're talking about important papers, jewelry and other irreplacables . why chance it? By keeping
your valuables i a Safe Deposit
Box, you'll have the security of
knowing they're protected from
theft; misplacement at damage
for just pennies a day!

Bank of Murray
FDIC
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West Ky. Eglesition Center
Nov. 30th, Dec. 1st & 2nd
7:30 p.m.
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REGISTERED POLLED HEREFORD

Production Sale
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1978
12:00 Noon Centfal Standard Time.
LOCATION: Sale to be held at the farm. Fairvie
a
Ky., on U.S. 68 ten miles east of
Hopkinsville, 9
miles west of Elkton.
TOP BLOODLINES
RWJ-Diamond-Domino-CMH-Gay Hills
These are large cattle - real good. Selling 60 lots
13 Service Age Bills
legions Calves
14 Optelitifers
14 Bred Rotifers
REF. SINES EB6 Victor W311444
EBB Victor 424 40117
One of The ()West Herds In Kentucky
LUNCH WILL BE AVAILABLE
HEATED SALE BARN
AU(TIONEER Dale Stith
Robert A. Fritz and Seas
Forrview„.Kenforky
fifirrCP,SAT,11111-5812

-

. Estimates of Dec. 1 hog
numbers and farrowing intentions for first half of 1979
will be published on December
21. Estimates of winter wheat
acreages, along with a
production forecast, will also
be published on December 21.
This will be the first indication
of how prqducers in Kentucky
Nationally
and
have
responded to the farm
program involving set-aside
:provisions. The count- --of
chickens and cattle will be
published in late January 1979.
The winter wheat and
livestock estimates for
Kentucky and the Nation will
provide producers and others
in agriculture with the
necessary • background information to make decisions
affecting production, and
marketing operations.
Willisunaon . piairkla_out ;bat
eitimates will

15 Universities
Are Entered

ri

250 Contestants
Adults...V.00
Students...$2.00
*Children Under 12*
$1.00
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Women In Science

Display In D.C.
Through February

Tip
Specialists

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
exhibit "Women in Science in
19th-century America" is on
display at the Smithsonian's
National Museum of History
and Technology through
February of 197_9.
The museum says it is the
country's first- exhibit to
document
the
a ccomplishments . of women
iscientists in the past century.
Maria Mitchell, America's
first woman astronomer, is
Included as are Ellen Swallow
Richards, the first woman
admitted to a professional
scientific school; botanist
Kate Furbish, and ,Florence
Bascom, the first woman
hired by the U.S. Geological
Survey.
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By ANN BLACKMAN
Associated Press Writer
. WASHINGTON (AP) —
-Want to be mentioned in a
.
gossip column? Crash an
nbassy party? Or learn the
N fine art of name dropping?
,..) Then there's a course here
,just for you.
1
, Called "The Washington
..
-Connection," its subject is
Nsocial climbing. And Rozanne
Weissman,the Cleveland-born
uctor,says she has taught
.
18 classes since last January
about 400 students.

r

I "I found that I was meeting
rs lot of people who were
ding about the glittery
ashington social life and
ew nothing about it, even
though they lived here," said
Ns. Weissman, 36, a freelance writer and public
;relations . woman who has
Oived in Washington for 11
/years.
7
Ms. Weissman teaches the
three-hour, $9 course, spon4ored by the city's Open
- niversity, in an overheated
econd -story , classroom
wedged between a pizzeria
*rid dry cleaner not far from
the zoo. Calypso music from a

i

s. ,

• STAMFORD, Conn.(AP) —
:y.fith the cost of preparing and
pending an average business
letter hitting $4.77 this year,
more attention should be paid
to
improving
business
Mailroom operations, says the
Manager of Pitney Bowes'
postaleducation seminars.
7 The manager; Samuel J.
Paul, says most businesses
rould easily reduce expenses
-by at least 10 percent.
"That's because there's far
too much spending on mail,"
....
Paul says.
Centralizing dettAidnmaking on mailing practices
and setting standards for
those who u.Se the mail are two
of the best ways to offset the
burden of rising costs, he
explains.

t

.044

•

HOLIDAY ASSISTANCE — Assistance for motorists will be available on toll roads
over Thanksgiving weekend, as well on the other 361 days of the year, from Bureau of
Highways personnel. Specially equipped trucks stand waiting at toll plazas with
emergency tools and supplies to help with almost any situation. State employees will
assist motorists in changing tires, charging batteries and cooling overheated engines.
Transportation may also be provided to service areas to get gas.

dance studio next door blares
in the background.
"To make it in this town,
you need chutzpa — gutsiness.
No social climber has made it
in this town without that
quality," Ms. Weissman told
her students, including a grayhaired Air Force instructor
new in town, a computer
analyst from suburban
Virginia who wants to be invited to the White House and a
nurse who dreams of being
invited to a party at the
Washington Post.
Bob Barr, 36, a bearded
safety specialist with the
Coast Guard, took notes. "The
gutsiest thing I ever did in
Washington was join the ski
club," he said. "This course
sounded interesting."
- To make it on the embassy
circuit, Ms. Weissman advises: "Forget Great Britain
and France. Go to the smaller
embassies. Say you're interested in visiting their
country, and do they have any
activities you could attend."
On crashing an embassy
party: "If you look nice,
chances are -they won't
mind.... Ambassadors don't
like to pay all this money for
appearances and not have a
full-house. Sometimes
crashers end up on invitation
lists if they are good conversationalists."
Ms. Weissman said secrets
to crashing other parties include:
—Go later in the evening
when no one is checking invitations.
—Go in a side entrance.
—Whiz past the front desk
and say you have an important message for Senator
So-and-80.
—Hold a glass in your hand
and back in the door, so when
you turn around, you'll look as
though you've been there
awhile.
And most important, dress
appropriately, preferably
designer dresses for women,
three-piece suits for men. "I
don't ty.iint to see any man who
has taken my class appear
anywhere in a leisure suit,"
said Ms. Weissman, who was
wearing a two-piece gray wool
outfit.
To be mentioned in a gossip
column, ,Ms. Weissman
suggests reading the social

pages to find out where the
stars hang out. Then go to an
event and telephone the gossip
columnist with tidbfts.
Call often and you may get
mentioned too, she said. -All
Elizabeth Taylor has to do is
sneeze to be in, but you have to
do more."
Ms. Weissman also suggests
students learn the art of
"negative name-dropping —
like saying, `I had Julia Child
for dinner and dropped the

souffle.' That way they'll
know you had someone important over but feel you'ie
making fun of yourself."
The class listened attentively as Ms. Weissman
recounted how she managed
to meet Robert Redford and
what she said to Henry
Kissinger at a party."I picked
a Senate campaign Robert
Redford was doing some work
on," she said "Then I kept
running into him at the

A total of 46 students from
this area have been selected
for the 12th annual edition of
"Who's Who Among American
High School Students, 1977-

mined on the basis of criteria
which
include
high
achievement in academics
and leadership in school activities, athletics or community service.

'Who's Who," published by
Educational Communications
Inc., Northbrook, Ill., is the
largest
highschool
recIU
ia
prograia
Students
are
e
nominated for the volume by
high school principals and
guidance Counselors, national
youth groups and churches or
by the publishing company
based upon students' performance in scholarship
award contests or extracurricular activities.

The 12th edition of "Who's
Who," published in six
regional volumes, features
320,000 students, or b percent
of the.nation's SAUK_ high
school juniors and senior.
They represent 20,000 of the
24,000 public and private and
parochial schools in the
country.

Madison Hotel coffee shop."
As for Kissinger, she told
him she had a ceramic piece
of pottery shaped like him. "I
said that I hoped he stayed in
the news so my pot would
appreciate in value."
Ms. Weissman recalled a
unique experience she had at
the White House when she was
invited there once in connection with her job with an
educational association. "I
fainted in the rose garden and

"Who's Who" students also
compete for more than $40,000
in scholarship awards and
participate
in
the
publication's annual opinion
poll of teen attitudes. The book

ended up in the nurse's
station," she said.
Asked how many of the
social climbing techniques
have worked for her, Ms.
Weissman said, "I've been to
a lot of embassy parties, but I
think they're a drag. But I
started giving the course
because there is a need to
know how this town operates
so people don't have any
illusions, whether they're a
part of it or not."

is distributed on a complimentary basis to more than
10,000 high schools, colleges,
universities and public
libraries throughout the
country.
Local students selected for
this year's volume are: Karen
Bailey, Tessa Bury, Clara
Chaney, Luana Colson, Kristi
Eldredge, Marian Garland;
William Grady Jr., Delores
Honchul, Michael Irvin, Laura
Jarrett.
Jeffrey Kursave, Susan
Lewis, Patricia McCuiston,
Sheila McKenzie, Paula
Outland, Paula Overbey,
Craig Redden, Tamela Rice,

Michael ltu.sseli. Pamela Sills,
Share Toon, Billy Vincent.
David Willoughby, Sharon
Blodgett, Johnny Carruthers,
Linda Chaney, Deborah
Darnell, Keith Farley, Debra
Geurin, C. Gregory,- Delaine
Honchui, Karen , Jackson,
Claude Johnson, Cynthia
tassiter.
Elisabeth . Mahan. Linda,
McCuiston, Nancy Murdock,
Michael Coverbey, Patricia
Parrish, Mitzi
Redick,
Patricia Robinson, David
Sears, Conda Stubblefield,
Shari Tucker, Donna Walker
and Stephanie Wyatt.

Kittens Wear Goggles
HOUSTON, Tex. (AP) —
Steven Cool's laboratory
kittens wear goggles.
Dr - Cant anT risSociate
professor of physiological
optics at the University of
Houston
College
of
Optometry, is conducting
experiments which he hopes
will help physicians overcome
visual disorders in human
infants.
Infants' visual stimuli
during their first months of
life, Cool says, affect their
general intelligence, motor
development
and
binocularity, the brain's
ability to receive information

from both eyes.
Among many unresolved
questions, he says, is how an
infant's__ &min_ takes what it-sees and turns it into
meaningful
Information.
Physicians already know that
what animals see during their
first few months can permanently affect their vision.
When kittens are a month
old, Cool equips them with
goggles which block out the
use of one eye. The kittens
stay in goggles for about four
months. He has found that
even though the patched eye
still functions, the animal is.
blind in that eye after the
goggles are removed.
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Unwind at The Arlington Hotel and Baths in
beautiful Hot Springs, Arkansas. Relax in
the swirling waters of the famous thermic
baths. Play a little golf or tennis Enjoy luxurious comfort and delicious American and
Continental cuisine_
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New Law Aids Middle-Income
Families In Paying College Bills
year — the one that starts next
September — between Jan. 1,
1979 and March 15, 1980.
Within six weeks after you
apply, you should receive a
Student Eligibility Report,
indicating whether you qualify
for a grant and estimating the
amount. When you are accepted at a college or
university, take the form to
the financial aid officer who
will fill in the actual amount of
the grant and arrange for
payment.
The new law — which takes
effect with the 1979-80
academic year — means that
students from families with
int'OrrleS of up to $25,000 should
be able to qualify for basic
grants. In the past. students
from families with incomes of
An,iwer Iiitiaturda'.. Pulsarmore than $15,000 generally
were not eligible for this type
en" mrinme
of help:
rutoctaci 0 A M E 0
Eligibility is based on a
ON
naM '
complicated formula that
ARENA
rinmr)
into account the amount
urr 111030 D EN takes
T: of taxes a family pays,
nr OriCI IN •
unusual expenses, number of
B EE
wage earners and number of
111111100 riii ▪ A PS
TAM children in college and assets
DITH31301 A
el
3Mooraci
such as savings accounts or
OM MOOD E CI
equity in a house. The inREDC:ICIOE
formation used is the in32 Lows
51 Black
formation you provide on your
35 Salts
53 Girl's name
application form.
37 Barley
57 Decay
Joe Case of the College
38 Bellows
58 Babylonian
Board. a non-profit testing and
LSeem
de+ty

financial services association,
explained that an eligibility
index is calculated for each
student. As a general rule, an
index of zero niakes you
for the maximum
grant; an index of 1,600,
qualifies you for the
mininail71-. An_Illdela_d_uuer
ISM rules you out.
The index is based on three
components:
discretionary
income, which is total
parental
income
less
allowances; net parental
assets; and student assets.
The index is calculated by
determining how big a contribution to education a family
can be expected to make in
terms of its income and
assets. The new law increases
the amount of assets that can
be
exempted
from
calculations and it decreases
the Percentage of income the
family is expected to contribute.
NOTE: No matter how
much a student is eligible for,
he or she cannot receive a
grant for more than half the
cost of tuition,room and board
at thvollege he or she will be
attending. A student attending
a school which costs $2,000 a
year, therefore, could not
receive more than $1,000,
regardless of eligibility.

President Carter affects the
Basic Educational Opportunity Grants program.
Here's how it works.
To apply for a grant. fill,in
Financial
the
Family
Statement (FFS) of the
American College Testing
Program, the Financial Aid
Form rFAry of the College
Scholarship Service of the
College Board or the 19794980
Application for Determination
of Basic Grant Eligibility.
You can apply for a basic
grant for the 1979-10 academic

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
A new federal law should
make it easier for nuddlebeanie families to get help in.
payingcollege bills — if they
can wade through the
paperwork to find out whether
they qualify for aid
"Ire advise any student who
thinks he or she may be
eligible for aid to apply," said
Skee Smith of the U.S. Office
of Education.
Legislation passed by
Congress and signed by
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By ANN BLACKMAN Associated Press Writer
22
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
21III
JII
world's population growth
111
rate, exploding since Adam
3
and Eve, declined in the last
30'U
al
35
37
decade and experts now
predict the population will
41
11144
42 II
stabilize earlier- --than they
49 ,
47
Ell
expected
This is the first time in
history that the growth rate
declined, experts say.
A new Census Bureau report
a ll
63 1
on world population, released
Sunday,shows the growth rate
II
Fe.rure Syndicate. inc.
declined from 2.0 percent in

45

ME Will

II
AO

46

El

ill IBM 5211
nig imi

85 teases
%Continent

si UI

IIRI

Abbr
67 Roman
bronze

Dew. b.>

1966 to 1.9 in 1976.
At the same time, the
world's estimated population
increased from 3.5 billion in
1967 to 4.3 billion in 1977, the
-report says,
A zero population growth
rate will be reached between
the years 2020 and 2025, experts say, instead of a decade
later, as had been anticipated.
Samuel Baum, the bureau's
top expert on international
demography,said the changes
are small but very significant
"These things change
slowly," he said in an in-
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COMING TO MURRY, Dec
4 5, one of America's
3,
premiere humorist, Story
teller, poet, composer of
voice and piano. Bible
'Scholar and preacher- Dr
Roger N Carsterisen of
Athens, Georgia, at 1st
Christian Church. (lust off
the tourtsquare).

WHAT'S
THE
SIGNAL

M0x'S
POLICE
WHWTLE!

a DCA'T LOOK &CARED,
. Loot< ROMANTIC.

e
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MD DANCE MARATHON — Arden Butler of Murray State University's Kappa Alpha
Order, left, David Eppihimer of Louisville, district director fair the Muscular Dystrophy
Association; middle, and Mayor Melvin Henley look over the proclamation Henley
signed declaring Dec. 1-2 as Dance Marathon Weekend in the city of Murray. Butler,
MD chairman for the local KA's, said that proceeds from the marathon will go to support the medical research of the MD Association. Muscular Dystrophy is the national
(limits( of Kappa Alpha Order,
SLAB Photo fiv Debbie N. Lee

-Carter-Orders Overhaul Of
Federal Employee Pay System
By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) a—
President Carter is convinced
that federal employees are
overpaid and has ordered
plans for an overhaul of the
pay system, presidential aides
say.

terview. "Until the last 10
years, the growth rate had
been going steadily up, and it
had been predicted to continue
going up through the 1970s and
1980s.
"This is the beginning of a
trend, and it's happening a
decade earlier than expected."
Population growth rates
have declined inSpedlic areas
throughout history, ,particularly during wartime or lit
a natural disaster or disease
epidemic. But experts say the
new figures show the growth
rate has declined in almost all
areas of the world.
'`We do not expect a
reversal," Baum said.
A spokesman for the United
Nations Fund for Population.
Activities, Tarzie Vittachi,
said of the new data: "This is
the first time since Adam that
there has been an overall
across-the-board decline."
But Rodney Shaw; president
of the Population Institute in
Washingtoa, said that while
the new figures are encouraging, the population is
_ still increasing at an alarming
rate.
"There is the same kind of
joy in this as in hearing that a
90-foot tidal wave rolling onto
a crowded beach had dropped
to 85 feet," he said. "It still
means disaster unless there is
, a faster decline than now
exists."
Experts say the birth rates
in less developed countries
have been declining since
1950, but the death rates have
been declining faster. The net
result- was an increase in
population. But since the late
1960s, the birth rates have
been declining faster than the
death rates, so the growth
rates have dropped.

a

Half a dozen administration
officials who asked not to be
named said they are drafting
reform"
several "pay
proposals for possible submission to Congress in
January.
Ideas under discussion
- ----- —Cut in half future pay
raises for blue-collar workers
until their pay levels equal
rates outside government,
which specialists say now
average 8 percent below
federal levels.
—Change the formula the
government uses to calculate
yearly raises for white-collar
workers, resulting in lesser
increases by taking account of
such factors as the government's relatively generous
fringe benefits.
—Pay typists, secretaries
and other clerical and
technical workers according
to local prevailing wage rates,
which in many areas are well
keiew the goverameat,s
nationwide pay scale.
Officials* eatimated the
bluecollar pay proposal alone
would save taxpayers — and
cost workers — an estimated
$500 million a year when fully
effective. No estimates were
available for the other
suggestions.
The proposals could result
in pay increases for some

federal employees.
Experienced lawyers, for
example, tend to earn far less
in 'government than their
counterparts in private
practice.
Securing
congressional
approval for a pay overhaul
would be difficult, administration officials concede.
A year ago "pay reform" was
dropped from Carter's "civil
service reform" package on
grounds that it would make
the package too centroversial.
Several aides also worry
that proceeding with "pay
reform" could demoralize the
rank-and-file workers on
whom Carter depends to
deliver his promised governmental efficiencies.
And pressing ahead with the
proposals would almost
certainly mean Carter would
risk losing the political support of the American
Federation of Government
Employees, which backed his
1976 presidential campaign.
Opposition
-from the AFGE,
the largest federal union,
would be the chief obstacle to
a pay revision. The union's
president, Kenneth Blaylock,
was almost defeated for reelection this year because he
supported Carter's personnel
proposals, which
were
repudiated ,by ' his union's
governing body.

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF... I

Unusually high demand for
By The Associated Press
gasoline and the effects of the
INTERNATIONAL
GEORGETOWN, Guyana Iranian oil refinery strike are
(AP) — Between 300 and -400 forcing up prices of gasoline
bodies have been found by and home heating oil in most
troops who raided the Guyana parts of the country. And the
jungle camp of a California prices will rise even further if
sect whose members killed the Organization of Petroleum
five Americans including Rep. Exporting Countries passes an
Leo J. Ryan of California and expected increase in cnida oil
wounded 10 others, Guyana prices when it meets next
Information Minister Shirley month.
WASHINGTON
Field Ridley said today. They
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
were believed to be victims Of
a mass suicide by poison, she world's population growth
rate, exploding since Adam
told The Associated Press.
and Eve, declined in the last
JERUSALEM (AP) — decade and experts now
Prime Minister Menachem predict the population will
Begin says he'll recommend stabilize earlier than they
that his Cabinet reject Egypt's expected
This is the first time in
demand for a timetable for
solving the Palestinian history that the growth rate
problem but will ask it to declined, experts say.
reaffirm its willingness to sign
WASHINGTON (AP) -a peace treaty with Egypt
President Carter is convinced
MINEHEAD, England(AP) that federal employees are
Franklin County
-- Court proceedings start overpaid and has ordered
today against the former plans for an overhaul of the
School Reports
leader of Britain's Liberal pay system, presidential aides
Party, Jeremy Thorpe, ac- say. Half a dozen adOutbreak
cused of plotting to kill a ministration officials who
former male model who asked not to be named said
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -they are drafting several "pay
claims they were lovers.
An outbreak of mumps has
proposals
for
Three local magistrates will reform"
been reported at a Franklin
submission
to
determine if the prosecution's possible
County elententary schtol.
case against Thorpe and three Congress in January.
County health officer Dr.
other men is strong enough for
Amanda Lange said Friday
them to be committed to trial
- FUNKY
That about 50 cases of mumps
before a jury. The committal So says the VA...
by Batiuk
have been reported at the Bald
hearing is expected to last two
School
Elementary
Knob
or three weeks.
THAT's R tc•HT,
("-You'ore
since the start of school.
NATIONAL
FuNKY !THREE
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encouraged
has
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Dr.
VEAR5 OF
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) -VETERANS
cAFETERiA
parents in the county to have
"For $500 they took four lives
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Cli3TY SHouLD
their children immunized
from a group of kids who were
siR FIIO3O 2J BE wataa
90•AE.THiNG I
asphalt the disease in lighteof
trying hard to be good, decent
the outbreak.
human. beings," said the
DoF1S Moubray, health
mother of one • of four
eoordinator for the Franklin
restaurant workers found
County school system, said
dead the day after they
Reid Knob is the only school in
disappeared in a robbery.
the system that has reported
C,aroline Friedt's 20-year-old
mumps.
daughter, Jane - who was
She said the number of- assistant manager of the
cakes has leveled off to about
Speedway Burger Chef — and
one a week, compared with
thfee teen-age co-workers
two or three per week earlier
Contact
I VA oftice
were found dead Sunday In
•this fall.
woods south of Indianapolis. (cheek your phone book ram
children
270
are
About
_
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153-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital
753-5131
Emergency
Humane
759-4141
Society .
Comprekensire
. 753-6612
Care
753-76U
Poison Control
. 753-09/9
Senior Citizens
. . 753-NEED
Needline
Learn To Read . 753-11U
Foster
Parenting
- 753-5362
Airport
429-1414
ParentiAnonymoes. 759-1792.
159.481501 753-9261
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oil -- paintings,
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Paducah, Ky.
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Save On
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43. REAL

TRACK
GE
FM,
stereo, speakers and record
player, $50. Call 7516223
AM

37.

MOB.'HOME

SALES

1972, 2 BR, gas, completely
furnished, harvest gold
BOYS 20 INCH single SPeed appliances, new carpet,
bicycle. In good conditon, drapes, large bath, un.derpenning, $4700. Call 753515. Call 753 7231.
1074 or 753 1877.

th•

ANNisaistIONSEN/P

FOR
SALE:
Kenmore , 2 BR MOBILE HOME, meter
washing machine. Call 753- pale, underpinning and
5618.
.
lalocks included. Less than
SPECIAL
0500. Call 437-17/2 or 753XV
COUGAR
'18
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK. 1811 after 4 pm.
Singer sewing machine and
Looks I drives Nand sic,
cabinet,' dishwasher, 12 X 60 BROADLINE, 2
Ise miles, loaded luta inrefrigerator and 10 speed bedroom, all electric, mobile
tros, comfort seereins, still
bike, -753-757T and ask for home. -GotX/ condition,- new
is eartarity. Will soil sit
carpet, patially furnished,
Paul.
including washer and dryer.
trade on.$ou
753-3143 after 4 pm.
PARKER
A
AXLES,
HOME
2 MOBILE
tires and wheels, $125. Call TWO 2BR Homes ready for
FORD
posession.
immediate
.753-605Dealer
Your Volume
Completely remodeled. 5
753-5273
miles N. of Murray on hwy
inek
WOOL 641. Call 1 47.4 2337 or 474ALL
WOMAN'S
suit, never 2323.
WE NOW HAVE THE Love Pendleton 3 piece
Studio negatives. If you had worn Call 753-7909.
pictures made at Love's
TO 313148 Champion mobile
during the past 25 years, we 16. HOME FURNISHINGS home, excellent conditon.
reprints.
with
you
Call 436-2647.
can supply
Carter Photographic Studio, ANTIQUE DINING table,
753-8298. We copy and restore light fixtures, clock, glass 1972 12 X 60 trailer, unold photographs.
and hod; wrought iron fur- furnished, 2.13R, $4500. Call
niture, party glass, six 759-4939 after 4 pm.
WANTED
6. HELP
haviland plantes, tea pot,
silver serving pieces and 28. MOB. HOME RENTS
DEPENDABLE LADY to other fine things. Call any
HOMES
and
live in and care for lady morning except Saturclday. MOBILE
mobile home spaces for rent
Invalid. Time off, salary, 753-0106.
759-1661.
at Riveria Courts. Call 753room and board.
3280.
CHERRY POSTER BEDS.
Matching chest of drawers, 29. HEATING & COOLING
Sales Clerk
cherry desk and chair. Call
and
FRANKLIN STOVE, like
753-7370.
Assistant Manager
new $120. Call 753-7582.

needed full time
Apply in person, no
phone calls please.

ming
ols
Ky. Pools

9747
ah, Ky.

NTED
p Land for
ans, wheat.
If you have
ent or lease
ake a bid.

C. •

Wallis
202

TER
GRAPHIC
010
•dings
trolk
-8298
'$1

act
•Gift
PPin8
,Rit,
ardware
Poplar
-1227
ARKItiG 1

HELP
WANTED
ApTelephone
pointment Clerks to
call on customers
from our office. This
pleasant part time
position is now
available with a
national firm, four
hours daily from 5
p.m. till 9 p.m. and
Sat. 10 a.m. till 3 p.m.
Salary plus commission. Please send
name,`fadress and
phone to P.O. Box 32
J, Murray,Ky. 421771.

17. VACUUM

CLEANERS

ELECTROLUX Sates and
Service in. Paducah call 14436469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.

11^% Popl,r-Benton

FRYERS FOR SALE. $1.50
each. Robert Davis. Rt. 5,
Murray. Call 436-2534.
43. REAL- ESTATE
10 ACRES FOR SALE, on
Johnny Robertson road. This
is
prime
development
property, just listed. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531272, for all your real estate
needs.

BARGAIN
HUNTER'S
DELIGHT. Would you like to
live near the take or have a
nice house iust to get away
from it-all? Take a look at
this practically new two
bedroom home in Baywood
Vista. It has a nice kitchen,
living room, one bath and a
full walkout basement with
central heat and air. Priced
to sell fast at only S21,500.
Don't delay-phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.

BOYD-MAJORS m"
REAL ESTATE
7538080

We hove lots in Rune Vista
Sub Division. Ideally located.
Call us for these. Wilson
Realty, 753-3263.
Wayne Wilson 753-50111,
Torn Herndon 753-0974
Shirley Wilferd 753-3043
Ales McLeod 753-1575
•
12th Street
753-3263

3 BEDROOM, 1 1 2 BATH,
near town. Nice deep lot in
area of nice homes but zonec/
8-3 for the future. idearfor
rental income. Priced at
NELSON
THE
$20,500.
SHROAT CO. REALTORS,
759-1707.
TWO • ONE BEDROOM federal housing apartments. k _
Located at Murray Manor,
Duiguid Road, or call 7538668.

RECON••
CAR
USED
DITIONING and detail man,

It) work at progrressive Forddealership in III. Top salary

hookups, many trailers near

by. Only $28 per month Call
753 7405 after 6 pen.

23. EXTERMINATING

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Eontrol

and btmefits, for the right
man. Call collect, 217-5323921.
24. MISCELLANEOUS
RECEPTION
WANTED:
IST-clerk, Monday through
Friday, 9 to 5. Experience
necessary. Call 753-8055

GET SETTLED IN before
winter hits With this nice' let
for trailer near Whites
Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
miles from Murray, all

COMING TO MURRY, Dec.
3-4-5, one of America's
premiere humorist, story
teller, poet, composer of
voice and piano, Bible
9. SITUATIONS WANTED Scholar and preacher Or.
Roger N. Caritensen of
VETERAN Athens, Georgia, at is?.
RETIRED
NEEDS work. Prefer ianitor Christian Church (lust off
or inside work for the winter. the courtsquare).
Call 492-8110 anytime.
26. TV-RADIO
12. INSURANCE
SISSON'S ZENNITH 1976
Close Out Sale. Open Friday
nights till 8. One year free
B.are now writing interlines
service on all color tvs
en *Nth homes, with 3 /if
Sisson's has sold and ser
!went erivnpanies. For gest
viced Zennith products for 16
years So for the best in sales
Nees comact Wilson loand service call Sisson's
earorice sad Real fstate. 302
Zennith, 19 miles west of
N. 12th • 783-3263.
Murray on 94. 1 382-2174._

FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
but
pine
trees. Small
economical with energy
Perfect for
saving heat
young couple See, it today.
Call 753.1492, LORETTA
STORAGE-Bicycle, mowers,
mopeds, small JOBS REALTORS.
tillers,
motorcycle, $3.00 month.
Large mowers, motorcycles,
$5.00 month. Boats, campers.
520. up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10
cents sq. ft.-up. 753-7400..
37, LIVESTOCKSUPP.
FOR SALE 10 Hampshire
Quilts and 1 boar. Call 7531348
FOR SALE:10 nice pigs. Call
474-2301, Noble L. Hurt.
FOR SALE: 2 Billy goats, 1
suitable for table. Call 753- ,
2952
HAY FOR SALE. Call 7531287.

FOR
THE
BOARDING
taking
Now
Holidays
reservations, reasonable
rates and 24 hour super
Valley
Hidden
vision
Kennels. 435-4181.
FULL BLOODED Doberman
Pinscher, one year old, very
gentle, has papers, $125. Call
/53-4919.
ONE WELL TRAINED 5
year old male pointer bird
dog. Call 753-5886 after 5 pm.
TWO BEAGLE HOUNDS
2 years old. Call 753-9618.
1
2/
WHAT NICER GIFT for yceir
child's Christmas than a
CFA registered Persian
kitten. Red, cameo and
Silver. (Lay a way one for
Christmas now). Cell (901)642 6742. 782 3732 or .782 5625.

48. AUTO. SERVICE

We can help you buy, sell
or trade a home anyplace
in the USA and Canada

753-1222

BOYD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Sirs os
With The F rtetull Tour h-

NEAT - SWEET COMPLETE .
young
Everything
lovers for retirees)
could want!, This
bedrm
delightful
brick home is carpeted
thruout, offers excellent Closet space, a
kitchen w/storage to
spare. Big Corner Lot Fenced 'backyard.
Only; $31,900. Boyd
Majors Real Estate.
105 N. 12th.

BYARS BROTHERS 8. Sonhome remodeling,
FOUR IS inch Universal General aluminum siding,
ma gs, with tires, 8-78, two framing,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
snow tires allmost new,St25-. 395 /96/ or 1-3624895.
Call 753-6825.
B & J HYDRAULICS. SerFOR SALE. Three sets, vice calls or in-shop repairs
axles, tires and wheels. Also of hydraulic parts, jack
drill press. Call 753-5913.
rebuilding, prices starling at
$17.50. Hwy. 13.46 off 94 EaSt.
19. USED CARS
Call 436-2788.
1972 CADILLAC SEDAN
DEVILLE. Loaded with
equipment, steel belted
radial tires, a real geed car,
$1350. Call 1-354-6217

Ainley Auction &
IF YOU ARE A Luxury
homebuyer - looking for
Realty Sales
must
you
unique,
something
COL NOWT MIT
1973 HONDA, automatic,
iriSpect this comtemporary
.
Auctioneee,Realtor.
$1200 or best offer. Call 753borne...-sunsen fireplace in
appraiser
family room, fireplace in
'6531 or 759:1155.
Ph 901 479-2916 479-3713
galley kitchen, formal dining
South Fulton Tenn.
on
..All_this
baths
room, 3
approximately 8.8 acres. A
home well worth inquiring
'LOTS FOR SALE
about...Call LORETTA JOBS
753REALTORS today at
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
1492.
with septic system. Water,
• -electric and .driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
Kentucky Lake, 542.50 per
month with 11,000 down. Call
502-474-2718.

_
Ft

South

AtiriRS

17th

TWO EXCELLENT lots in
Keniana subdivision, on
road.Community
blacktop
water 53,000 - $3,400.
TUCKER
R
DONALD
502 Maple,
REALTOR
Murray. 753-4342.

at Sycamore_

This brand new, never
lived in house at Hazel
features
three
bedrooms, carpet,
double paned windows
and electric baseboard
heat. The lot size is
115x160 arid the price
is only $26,750.00!
LOG CABIN. Genuine log
cabin close to Ky. Lake
Year-round living with lots of
space Three bedrooms and
large fireplace in living
room, one acre lot Priced to
sell, Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753 1222. We are
members of Multiple Listing
Service,

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
IEALTOR

Monday-Friday :30-Non

MCI MATE SI.25

PRICE NIA. CUT S1.50
110411T111

NOM tilts MIR 7%)013

miset Boulevard Music
fliiirelanel
Center

Otto Chester
Auction Service

753-6177

753-3134

Free
Inspection
Flies, Roaches.
Silver Fish Si Shrubs

Carrier

Termite

Kelley's Termite
Pesitontrol
loos. 1.3th St

Poison
Control
Center

753-7588

753-3914
REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
•Rstlimsbirig 8 Repe,rs
*Custom Built Furniture
*Antique Bross Hardware
"C t. lOnl Built Kitchen
.
Cabinets

Police
753-1621

1301 Chestnut-Murray,Ky.

Chimney Sweeping in the
fine old tradition

Quality Service
Company
o.

Modern Sheet Metal
Service Departments.

753-9290
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

flO2N,

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Business 159-4818

Hinman's
Rentals
ra

1
/
1

INSULATION'BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
all Sears 7532310 for free'
estimates.

24 Hour Wrecker Service
Fire
753-1441

2e9 Walnut Street

Closed All DO Wed
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
5 pt-n. Call 1-247-8986 collect.

Wednesday Nov. 22, 5 P.M.
Rain or Shane
At Duncan Garage, 8 miles east of Murray, Ky. on 94.
Will sell a shop of nice tools and fixtures, wrenches
hammers, socket 'sets, tool boxes, torches, tool
chests, grinders, drills, like new wheel balancer,
valve grinder, tire changer, new 5 hp air compressor with 80 gallon tank, steel saw, floor trucks,
snap on tool chests, lots of parts and supplies,
numerous other items. For information call:

604 Sowth 1214t Street
Phone 1502) 753-7114
Murray, Kentucily 42071

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE HOURS

GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
storm windows and doors
repaired. Complete line of
glass and aiumi.ium store
front work. Also small home
inprovement jobs. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Coldwater Rd. 753-0180

(This alphabetized page will run weekly -= clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

Murray, Ky.
753-01011531531

MY
111
CHILD KEPT
HOME, 2 to 4 years old, full
time Call 753-8262

Sand,
Lime,
Decorative rock, or
Septic Rock Needs.
Call or see Roger
Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6763.

icitRA serince

TELEPHONE 7511851.

L - Liquidation
all steel
x 96 x 16 -'197
I loll-free
874-31130
ell_flefLOIttart-

16 FT JON BOAT, AO hp
Johnson with removable
1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new
or best offer.
tires and battery, good duck blind, 5.800
- Call /47
-mechanical condition.- Call
492-8102.
S3. SERVICES -OFFERED

753-4451
11111.1

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

53. SERVICES OFFEREO

47. MOTORCYCLES

, Murray, Kentucky

PROPERTY
GS NEEDED. We've
had 'a banner year in
sales and need listings
us for a
"Now."
quick sale. BOYDREAL
MAJORS
ESTATE, 105 North
12th Street, 753-8080.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

49. USED CARS

REDUCED' ANOTHER 15 FT. FIBERGLASS VIP
$1000. 2 bedroom, white boat, TO hp Johnson motor,
frame house in good locatior. one year old, used 10 hourss.
All appliances and draperies Loaded with extras. Cost
go with house. Call 753-9924 $4800 new, will take 53500.
after 3:30 pm.
Call 753-1290.

.urdom & Thurman
--Insurance & Real Estate
SqL, •
souths,de

Protesmonal Ser.ices
With TtbeFriendis Toactf•

FOR SALE

1976 SILVER CORDOBA, CARPET CLEANING, at
burgandy top, loaded, sharp, reasonable rites. Prompt
arid efficient service. Custom
good condition Call 436 5878
Carpet Care. 4119 2774.
•
45. FARMS FOR SALE
legRY _RARE 1944 Chevrolet CHIMNETTLEANING, retro
rough but
Delivery,
Sedan
caps installed, minor repair.
26 ACRES More or less. original. Call 753-7365.
References furnished Call
Prime farm land with
tobacco base-1.82 hundreds
the Chimney experts Magic
dark fire and 600 lbs. burley
Hat Chimney Sweeps 759
4678.
base Tobacco barn, stock
Bain -all in -good CandifTon,
CAN'T GET those small jobs
and ponds. Entire farm is SO. USED TRUCKS
around the house or mobile
tendable, Has great potential
for subdivision. Call 489-2504 1971 CHEVROLET pickup, home done? Carpentry,
or 437-4683 for further in- 307 engine, straight shift, painting, plumbing,
aluminum siding, patios,,,
formation.
good condition, $1250. Call
small concrete lobs, call 436.474.-2355.
2562 after 5 pm.
FARMLAND- 110 Acres, 100
of
west
tillable, 9 miles
1977 CHEVY 4X4, short bed,
Murray Call 489-2110.
DO YOU need stumps
conditioned, power
air
removed from your yard or
brakes,
and
steering
14. HOMES FOR SALE
land cleared of stumps? We
automatic transmission, tilt
wheel, sliding rear window,' can remove stumps up to 24"
CONSTRUCTION. 3, 3 BR gauges, 400-4 engine, 1574300
below the ground, leaving
houses. You buy and finish or &riles, bought new
i9
only sawdust and chips Call
will finish to suit buyer. Call Mayfield. Excellent con- - for free
estimate, Steve Shaw
189-2110.
dition, $6000. Cali 753-7593- - 753 9490 or Bob Kemp, 435
before 3 pm.
4343
FOR SALt BY OWNER. 3
BR, 2 bath, large family
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
room, split level entry.
areas white rocked and
Carpet throughout, well
graded. Free estimates, Call
insulated with Andersen
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
51. CAMPERS
windows, brick and wood.
after 4 pm.
:acres, 11 1979
Approximately lit
ARRIVING,
MODELS
miles north of Murray. Nice come out and take a look. r
-E)CPERiENcED
quiet area. Widow leaving White's Camper Sales, your
ENTER will do carpentry or
state Call 753-2810.
dealer
local
StarcrafT
roofing. Free estimantes.
Complete line of parts and
759-1405 or 437-4351.
Call
FOR SALE: New 3 BR brick. 'accessories Non-toxic an
Central heat and air, car- tifreezeS3.99 per gal.Located
FENCE SALES at Sears
peted, 5 miles west oh
miles from Murray on 94
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
Murray. Can move now. Call East. Call 753-0605.
free estimates for your
489-2110
needs.
WINNEED CAMPER
HOUSE FOR SALE. 5 BR, TERIZED? -Call Whites
FOR ALL YOUR Small
brick veneer house, 2200 sq. Camper Sales, east 94 hwy.
concrete, carpentry, painft. excellent location, 704 Murray, Ky. 753-0605.
ting and plumbing lobs, call
Olive, newr health center,
after- 5 OM. FT
ite
library,
middle TOPPER FOR pickup truck. 753-0646
public
estimates.
school, 5,42,750. Basement, Fits long bed,S115. Call 75311/2 baths, central gas heat, 1873.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
garbage
dishwasher,
Sears continuous gutters
disposal, air conditioned, 52. BOATS & MOTORS
installed
per
your
breakfast nook, fireplace in
Call Sears
specifications.
living room, large family 12' ALUMINUM BOAT. 7 hp
753-23.10 for tree estimates.
room. 52 gallon glass lined Mercury motor. Call 753electric hot water heater, %18.
front patio, lot 60 x 150. , •
Would consider a 3 way 13
POLARCRAFT
FT
YOUR
FOR
trade, have a buyer for a 3 fishing boat, 10 hp Johnson
BR house Shown by ap- motor and trailer. 1962 Ford,
DRIVEWAY WHITE
-pointment only. John Pasco, 55,000 miles. All for $800. Call
Rip -Rap,
ROCK
753-5791 or 753-2649
753-3924.

Kopperud Realty
Goes National

BUSERESS' FOR
SALE . . . Nationally
known food specialty
business for sale Firmly- established in
Murray. Shows excellent profit margin
Business and equipment. ONLY $49.900. .
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

4MINSIBe

ROOM FOR RENT. 2 blocks
from. university, living
BULL DOZER International room,eitchen, washer and
TD-14, good condition, like,,dreer, $61)3 plus utilities.- Call
new tracks and rollers. 1962
model, 54800. New flat bed 436 32n-trailer, 7' X la', red and
31. HOUSES FOR RENT
black oak bed, 2 axles, $500.
Call 354 664.4 after 5 pm. Paul
BR HOUSE for rent at
Kir2
'Andersen, Rt. 5, Benton,
Coach Estates S. 16th. St.
12025.
'Unfurnished, eIcept for
stove and reifrigitrator. Call
- FORK LIFT FOR case back
••
hoe. Midwest Boom Brand. 753-3855.
- Call 7531065.
36. RENT OR LEASE

22. MUSICAL

LWE BEING OUT Enjoy
the tranquil beauty of these
wooded lots located in
Estates...Build
Candlelite
the home of your dreams. can and let us show one of
the beautiful lots. Call 753JOBS
LORETTA
1492,
REALTORS.

iqn[s

33. ROOMS FOR RENT

1974 MODEL FERGUSON
tractor, 19D, 400 hours. AlSo a
John Deere front end loader,
5' bushhog. Call 753-5618.

Guy Spann 753-2517
T.C. Cailie 753-5122
Louise esker 753-2409
Prentice Dunn 753-5725

43. REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE: 30" Magic Chef,
gold stpve, $50. Call 753-4430. WANTED: Rent-al house,
unfurnished, 3 or A BR. Call
TAPPAN ELECTRIC range, 1-803-224-3339 after Nov. 15th.
4 years old, continuous
cleaning oven, white! Call 32. APTS. FOR RENT
753-7831.
or , 2
1
-FURNISHED
USED FURNITURE, nic• bedroom. Married couples
nacs and antiques. Open 7 and singles only: Zimdays a week. Gream's, 641 merman Apartments, S.
N., Dexter.
16th. St. 753-6609.

MATURE WOMAN FOR
house cleaning one day a
week. Call 753-5992.

IAL PRICES on
hem,.
prints,
.antl-. frames,
an's Art Shack
ylor Road. Call

901 Sycamore 7517724

31. WANT TO RENT

MAID, PART TIME. Merit
bonus plan. Apply in personat Regal 8 Inn, 517 S. 12th. St.
No phone calls.

ova,

978 Unaect Feature Syna,cate. Inc

SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call ?53- 3018
after 5 pm.-

Olympic Plaza
4111N111111111.1111111.111111111k

••••••••••
trap•••
gotta t•••• tall..I••

Guy Spann
Realty

30. BUS. RENTALS

Vernons Western Store

PERSON INTERESTED IN
career in agriculture teed
sale! Farm back ground with degree in agriculture helpful
but not necessary. Job will
mean training in Henderson
Kentucky for minimum of 2
years at which time candidate will relocate to own
territory. Automobile and
expences furnished. Salary
exwith
commiserate
perience., If interested send
resume to Suppersweet
Box 1350,
Feeds, P.0
Henderson, Ky. 42420 or call
collect-Ed Hazelwood, 502827-20/3.

44. LOTS

ESTATE

IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE

153-4872
D•wettren Berme

re

26. TV -RADIO

USED
KITCHEN
CABINETS. Upper and WANT A NEW COLOR rv
lower. _Call_ 4.1k22108-.. attar 5.Amu* ebowt on casest. Tato, up
payment on this beautiful 25"
15Mconsole, under warranty
Clayton's formerly J & B
Music. Call 753-7575.

Ashley

753-5131

753-6622
753 MU
753-0929
753-NEED
753-22U

FOUR OR FIVE YOUNG
turkey hens and guineas
Call 759 4895 after 4 pm. ask
for Frank.

•.•

Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
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Deaths And Funerals
Tommy Carter Dies Rites On Saturday
At Hospital Today; For Charles Miller
Me funeral for Charles
Rites On Wednesday Thomas
Miller of 816 North

Garvin Darnall Is
Dead At Age Of 62
Funeral Is Today

1

Garvin Darnall died Friday
at 6:30 p.m. at his home on
Benton.Roule 1. His death at
the age of It was due to an
apparent heart attaek.
The deceased was a
Hill
member of U.
Church of Christ. Born March
8, 1916. he was the son of the
Late Frank Darnall- and OW
Fowler Darnall.
-- Survivors include his'wife,
Mrs. Sue Nelson Darnall, and
one daughter, Mrs. Garvilene
Collins, Benton Route 1; three
sons, Frank Nelson Darnall
and Larry Darnall, Benton
Route 1, and Donald Darnall.
Hardin Route 1.
Mr. Darnall is also survived
by four sisters, Mrs. Adeline
Lineberry, Mississippi. Mrs.
Mildred Jackson, Mrs. Kitty
Mathis, and Mrs: Martha Lou
Cope, Benton Route 1. and
Mrs.. Georgie Trimble,
Hardin; two brothers, Terrell
Darnall, Hardin, and Ted
Darnall, Gilbertsville Route 1;
12 grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Collier Funeral Home.
Benton, with Willis Green and
Ron Childress officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Marshall County Memory
Gardens.

Charles Thomas ( Tommy )
Carter died this morning at
9145 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 51
years of age and his death
followed an extended illness.
Mr. Carter was a member of
the Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church. Born Sept.
15, 1927, in Calloway County,
he was the son of Ivan Carter,
who survives, and the late
Martha Mae Crawford Carter.
Survivors include his father,
Ivan Carter, Murray Route 1;
two sisters, Mrs. Talmadge
Ruth Agnes) Riley, Benton,
and Mrs. Joe ( Mary Anna )
Seavers. Murray Route 1.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 1:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Julian Warren officiating. Burial will follow in
the Goshen Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
Tuesday.

0 Larry G. Rogers'
Funeral Services

Mrs. Fred C. Enoch
Diei Sunday With
Funeral On Tuesday
Mrs. Fred C. (Ruth') Enoch
of Hazel Route 1 died Sunday
at 5:20 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was 68 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Green Plain
Church of Christ. She was
preceded in death by one
brother, Rupert Holland of
Detroit, Mich., just last week
CM Nov. 16. Born March 1,
1910, she was the daughter of
Vie—late Finis Holland Rosie
Russell Holland.
Mrs. Enoch is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Eugene
(Sue) Burkeen, Lexington;
three sons, Roy Enoch,
Vienna, Ill., Rex Enoch, Hazel
Route 1, and Rob Enoch,
Murray Route 1; 12 grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m: at the
Green Plain Church of Christ
with Dean Crutchfield and
Henry Hargis officiating.
Grandsons will serve • as
pallbearers and burial( will
follow in the Green Plain
the
with,
Cemetery
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral- Home
where friends may call after 6
p.m.tonight Monday).

Being Held Today
The funeral for Larry Gayle
Rogers is being held today at
1:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., and the Rev.
Johnson Easley officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White is the
organist and soloist.
Serving as lialfbearers are
David Waldrop, Michael Keel,
Eddie
Morgan,
Buel
McCallon, William Gerald
Paschall, and Rubin James.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.

St. Jude Drive
Raises ;5,227

Murray and Calloway
County
residents
gave
0,227.03 in the recent drive for
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital, according to Marie
Forrester.
20th Street, Murray, was held
A local sorority, Alpha Mu
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Chapter of Epsilon Sigma
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Alpha sponsored the drive, but
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Mrs. Forrester said that it was
Heyward Roberts officiating.
a community effort involving
The fanig-asaviiii nien-Aor *----wen over 100 perscins which
choral group led by William B.
contributed to the success of
Miller with Mrs. Bobbie'
the fund raiser.
Crysler as organist.
"We had a great response
and the money raised was for
were
pallbearers
Active
a great
but more irnCarl Hosford, Michael and portantly, we have been able
Donnie,
Billy,
Miller,
Ricky
to show that St. Jude is as
and Kenny Overby, Carl Hoke, important in Murray and
and Mark Ramsey. Honorary Calloway County as it is
pallbearers were Frank elsewhere. Many
families in
Overby, Robert
Albert
the
community
have had
Wiggins, Thurston Furches, experience at the Memphis
Noby
Chrisman,
Ed
hospital and this was their
Carraway, James Neale, Dan opportunity to show their
Boaz, Milton Walston, William appreciation," Mrs. Forrester
B. Miller, Odell Colson, said in explaining the surcess
Martin Bailey, Jr., -Paul of the drive.
Hopkins, Raymond Britten,
Larry Gilbert, James Gilbert,
Cecil Taylor, John Imes, and
Joe Dee Hopkins.

Airman Foster Is
Promoted At Minot

Burial was in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Miller, 57, died ThurMINOT, N. D. — The U. S.
sday at 6:45 p.m.. at the
Murray-Calloay County - Air Force has promoted
Darrell L. Foster, son of Mr.
Hospital. He was a member of
and Mrs. Carl R. Foster Jr. of
and
Church
Baptist
Flint
305 Pine St., Murray, to the
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
rank of airman firm class.
Masons.
Accepted
and
Airman Foster is serving at
Survivors include his wife, Minot Air Force Base, N. D.,
Mrs. Faye Adams Miller; as a security specialist.
He is a 1977 graduate of
mother, Mrs. Trudie Miller;
Murray High School. His wife,
four daughters, Mrs. Rex
Ramsey, Mrs. Jackie Hoke, Deveen, is the daughter of
Mrs. Bessie M. Perry of 306
Mrs. Shirley Borders, and
Miss Kathy Miller; two Pine St., Murray.
brothers, James Dale and Joe
Rob Miller-7- seven grandchildren.

Thanksgiving
Service To
Be,Church

Jaycees Attend
State Meeting In
Bowling Green

Four members of the
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees attended the state
meeting of the Jaycees held
the past weekend at Bowling
Green.
The Murray men were Ted
Three local Baptist chur- Delaney, Jr., J y McCoy,
ches-Sinking Spring, Salem, Don Lovett, and Tony
and Oak Grove-will hold a Wallace.
attended
group
The
joint
community
Thanksgiving service on Seminars on govenunetaal
Wednesday, Nov. 22, at 7 p.m. affairs, family life development, and shooter education.
at the Sinking Spring Church.
Speaker for the service will They also met with George
Atkins, Jim Vernon, and
be the Rev. Virgil BlankenButch Barnett, state officials,
ship, pastor of the Salem
Church. The Rev. Phillip at the state meting.
Mansfield, pastor of the Oak
Grove Church, will read the
scripture and lead in prayer.
Special music will be
presented by groups from all
The Coles Camp Ground
three churches, according to United Methodist Church will
the Rev. Lawson Williamson, have a special Thanksgiving
pastor of the Sinking Spring Program at the church on
Church.
Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 7:30 p.m.
Following the service a
Special guest singers will be
period of fellowship will be the Hallelujah Singers from
held with refreshments being the Owens Chapel Baptist
served.
Church. The Rev. Fred
French will give the devotion.
Prior to the program , a
potluck supper will be served.

Mr. Rogers, -33, -diedSaturday at 3:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His death followed
asilitaided illness.
-11811'24urray man formerly
operated the Rogers Service
Station on East Math Street,
and was a member of the
United
Story's
Chapel
Methodist Church. Born Sept.
20, 1945, in Calloway County,
he was the son of J. D. Rogers
and Mable Story Rogers, who
survive.

The
of Kent
dealing
pocket
That

Stock Market

MSU photo by Barry Johnson

Wells Hall Re-Dedication ...
(Continued From Page One)
page one copies of area newspapers
when the institution was founded and
reporting Dr. Wells' death in 1958 at the
age of 82.
A spacious, paneled board of regents
meeting room with its 14-by-8-foot oval
table is on the second floor and was a
focal point of Saturday's activities. Just
outside in the hallway were more than
50 enlarged photographs of Wells Hall,
early faculty, students and athletic
teams
Also displayed were 30-by-40-inch
enlargements of the floor plans of the
original building, enabling many of its

Guyana

former residents to locate the rooms
they occupied.
Mrs. Laurine Adams of Murray found
hers, Room 319, Mrs. Mellie Horton
found Room 123, the one in which she
lived in 1926-27. Mrs. Martha Lewis of
Benton shared with two other girls in
1957 one of two rooms on the third floor
"sleeping porch."
The building, originally constructed
at an over-all cost of $274,000, was built
in 1925 to house 319 girls. The year-long
$1.7 million renovation project not only
preserved the building but has provided
new offices for the president and his
staff, the vice-president for academic
programs, the dean of the College of

Human Development and Learning and
three departments in that college.
The building is expected to be oc't
cupied by his new residents within a
few weeks as soon as some minor
construction is completed, some concrete poured and landscaping put in,
_Orris said.
Originally planned for Oct. 21,
Murray's Homecoming weekend, the
rededication, Curris said, was moved to
Nov. 18 because "the Murray-Western
Kentucky football game meant so much
to Dr. Wells."
—Westin:1. defeated Murray Saturday
14-6 on the Murray field as the two
teams clashed for the 45th time.

Hog Market

FIRST BAND MEMBERS: Three members of Murray State University's first band locate
themselves in a picture of the band playing at the original dedication of Wells Hall On
Nov. 6, 1921. Among the sevesal hundreds of people who aliended rededication for
the 13-year-old former girls dormitory Saturday, they are, from ihe left: Fulton Farmer,
Van Valentine and Conn Linn Humphreys.
sisu photo by Barry Johnson
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Massacre..•- (Continued F'rom
Department
State
Kaituma.
spokesrnan Tom Reston said they were
to be brought to Georgetown Where
autopsies would be performed to
comply with Guyanese law in cases
involving homicide.
The wounded hospitalized at the
Roosevelt Roads Naval Base in Puerto
Rico were Anthony Katsaris, of Potter
Valley, Calif., wounded in the chest;
Ben Gozney, who was fleeing from
Jonestown and was wounded in the
abdomen; and Beverly Oliver of San
Francisco, who had two sons in
Jonestown and was wounded in both
legs.
Katsans and Gozney were reported
in serious conditions.,
•
A Navy/mokesmin said Mrs. Oliver's
husband, Howard, suffered a stroke in
Georgetown and was hospitalized with
,
his wife.
were
.
Five- of the survivorshospitalized at Andrews. They were
Jackie Speier, one of Ryan's aides, who,
was listed in serious condition with
"extensive gunshot wounds;" Javers
and NBC soundman Steve Sung, with
shoulder wounds; San Francisco
Examiner reporter Tim Fteiterman,
wounded in the forearm, and Carolyn
Boyd, who was being treated for shock
and emotional stress.•
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LOVETTS AT RE-DEDICATION: Flanked by her tvso sons, Wells on the left and John on the right, Mrs. Laurine Wells
Losett, daughter of Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder and second president of Murray State University, and a member of
thefirst board of regents, is shown before the portrait of her father which was unveiled Saturday at the rededication
Ceremonies for remodeled Wells Hall. On the left is Mrs. Wells Lovett. All are residents of Owensboro.

"I saw Brown go down. Then I saw
shotgun blast as he attemptedlo take
one of the attackers stick a shotgun
several disenchanted members of the
right into Brown's face, inches away, if
-wet' back to Georgetown by plane.
A knife-wielding assailant had atthat ... Bob's brain was blown out of his
tempted to stab Ryan earlier while the
head."
congressman was visiting Jonestown.
Although wounded, Javers dodged
gunfire and ran into the marshy swamp
Two members of Ryan's group
beside the air field. He and other surdisarmed the attacker, and Ryan was
not injured.
vivors later returned to the plane.
The dead included three newsmen
-Leo Ryan was on his back ... lying in
and one of the settlement's defectors.
the mud ... his face had been shot off,"
Ten persons were wounded, three
'
Javert said.
seriously, and the husband of one of the
The reporter —ai-Kr other terrified
wounded had a stroke. The U.S.
survivors took refuge overnight with
Embassy said they were all Americans.
Guyanese in the village of Port
Survivors of the attack said a band of
Kaituma.
black and white members of the
One survivor, NBC field producer
People's Temple opened fire with
Robert Flick, said the killers fired 50 to
automatic weapons and -shotguns as
75 shots at Ryan's group as ffie planes
Ryan and his party were,,,boarding
were being loaded.
planes at the Port Kaituma airstrip,
"People were being wounded and
eight Miles south of Jonestown and 150
falling to the ground. As they fell,
miles northwest of Georgetown.
people with shotguns would walk over
In San Francisco, a People's Temple
and at point-blank range shoot the
spokesman who identified himself as
victim in the head," Flick said in an
Archie James denied members of the
account broadcast by NBC. "That,was
sect did the airport killings.
how Ryan and Harris died."
The dead were Ryan, reporter Don
Police and soldiers arrived at
Harris, 42, and cameraman Robert
daybreak and a Guyanese military
Brown, 36, both of NBC News and both
plane ferried the survivors back to
Pncet of stock el local tntereat at
Los Angeles residents; Gregory
Georgetown. A U.S. Air Force C-141
noon, EDT today, furnished to the
Ledger & 'Dime by Fiat ci Michigan,
Robinson, 27, a photographer for the
took them to Puerto Rico and to
Corp., of 11041114/, brerio Mows
San Francisco Examiner, and Patricia
Andrews Air Force Base in
Industrial Average
+411
Parks or Parker, 18, who was trying to
Washington.
W. +V.
Air Products
escape from Jonestown. Her home
The bodies remained at Port
American Motors
address was not known.
451i +141
Aaldand 011
SIN +14
'American Telephone
A White House statement said
4,411 414A
Brownsa
se. unc President Carter was saddened by
Cloryider
.
Ford•Matar ,....— —----41% +Is
Ryan's death. "It was his drive to get
II +'4 information at first hand that led to his
GAY.
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tragic death," the statement said.
not showboating," Kenton said.
Sit. +00
General
Lawyers Mark Lane and Charlet. ''"...But she is a political animal and I'm
2me
1
23/
General The
GorydriCh
111 +½
Garry came to Guyana with Ryan to act
sure one of her considerations must
2unc
1
10/
Hirdosit
ise counsel for Jones. Lane, who had
have been political."
271. +½
Holibkin.
263+2
DOI
been reported missing for hours, was
Nontheless, the House speaker ad2314 taw
not harmed and was in Georgetown,
ded, Mrs. Stovall is sincere and
O.
Ma s 44.
44
according to his staff members in
• dedicated and "as pure as the drfven
yr,
Memphis, Tenn.
snow in what she believes iv right."
Wosidys
23L43 34,
1A
Meantime, the lieutenant governor
Lane and a lawyer colleague, Charles
Garry, went to the camp to act as
said, at Frankfort, that she had no
counselors during the visit by Ryan.
agreement with Carroll, as indicated by
Fecteral-Matt Market News Service
NOV 26.i
the governor's press secretary, Gary
Lane has frequently taken on conKentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
troversial cases and is currently
Auxier,that she would not call a session
Report Includes 7 Buying Stattocs
Receipts Act 997 Est. 550 Ban-owe &
representing convicted Martin Luther
in his absence.
Gilts 7)-1_00lower Sows steady
King assassin James Earl Ray.
"They might have assumed I had
US 1-2 zoo-isolbs
147 2547.50
US 2200-2401U
146 7541.25 -1r Lane said he and Garry were barred
because I have been such a sweet, nice
US 2-3240-350 Ins
$45 7546.71
from Saturday's mass meeting, then
girl for the past three years," Mrs.
US 24 260-200 lbs
144 754S 71
Sows
•
put under guard and finally were
were
said.
Stovall
US 1 2 270-350 I be
137 00-36.00
allowed to flee into the jungle as they
"I don't want a running fight with the
t'S I 10n450 I be
... 130 0047 00
'(Sl l450-500 lbs.
$37004600
heard screams and other sounds of
goverhor but I've said what I think and
1;s +. 500450 lbs 1311.00-34.50 few 40.00
confusion from the settlement. They
I'll stand by_it."
I'S 2 3100 500Ibs.
034 0040 00
Roar, 30 00 13 00
eventually made their way to a town
Carroll has said he was "shocked and
and later to this capital city. 150 miles
astonished" and "personally disappointed" when he learned of the special
. southeast of the camp.
According to Flick there were eight to
session call, the first under those cirMISS YOUR PAPER?
12 gunmen, both black and white.
cumstances since 1935.
Iwincriliers irks lisrve sat
The government flew troops to Port
Auxier indicated that Carroll is
received Seri lieere-delivored
Kaituma Sunday, and Flick said they
keeping all kinds of options open, even
copy el Tbif Morrow toSpa.
arrested nine suspects. A' Guyanese
the possibility of seeking immediate
Tinsel by 3:30 pee. Mee*.
government spokesmen in New York,
adjournment on opening day.
Friday or by 3131 paw se Sew.
Gelinas,said one of those arrested
Jack
But Kenton said during the TV show
days ore wiped fo
733.$
Was an American named Larry John
that he doesn't believe the governor can
between StSil pas. ead4 p.m.,
Leyton. His home address was not
block the special session.
lAristkry-Irkkry, or it* p.m.
known.
The House speaker suggested that
sod 4 p.m. Setordeyr, to boe•r•
San Francisco Chronicle reporter
after some committee work, the
delivery of flre ••••geper. talk
Ron Javers, recounting the attack, in
General Assembly could adjourn until
woo lei pleved by I p.a.
which he was wounded in the arm,said
after the Christmas holiday, then
weekdays re 4 p.m. doteratys
cameraman Brown "kept filming evait . return to complete. Its work In 11114e
to rebtobilll 141114401Y.
--- • the attackers advanced on lem.wler-_ • more than a week.
_
their guns. • same time, he indicated' that
At

Coles Camp Ground
Plans For'Program

Survivors include his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Rogers, 1639 Farmer Avenue,
Murray; one brother, Jimmy
Rogers, and two nephews,
Danny and- Don Rogers,
Hazel_
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the tax issues raised on Mrs. Stovall',
agenda.are so complicated that hasty
action might be unwise.
For example, he said, the proposed
-removal of five-cent sales tax an home
utilities might be gradually phased out
or delayed until the 1980 regular
session.
The same measure was introduced in
the 1978 session and was successfully
blocked by Carroll who substitutes as
version which costs the state only $5
million a year instead of the estimated
$40 million to $90 million cited by
various sources.
Mrs. Stovall also has asked the
Legislature to consider a freeze on
property tax assessments, a review of
the Public Service Commission
procedures for granting fuel adjustment rate increases, additional
power for the attorney general to oppose utility rate boosts, an increase in
standard deductiori,afor personal state
incomf taxes and modification of
district court fine structures.
She said a number of legislators
already have telephoned her to offer to
handle her bills.
Kenton indicated a number of legal
facets of the special session remain
unclear - such as whether Carroll can
add topics to Mrs. Stovall's call and if
the assembly must, under the law,
adjourn after a maximum of 40 days.
Kenton declined to specify his stands
on the various proposals, but said he
favors legislation that woult tie
property asaasament increases to "real
growth- 105read of "inflationary
growth." •
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